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As he spoke he smiled, and the lamplight fell on a hard-looking mouth, with 
very red lips and sharp-looking teeth, as white as ivory. One of my compan-
ions whispered to another the line from Burger’s “Lenore”: —“Denn die 
Todten reiten schnell”— (“For the dead travel fast.”)

-Bram Stoker, Dracula
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At the dawn of time the divine entities 
Umbra and Solaris watched in boredom 
the elemental maelstrom that was the 
Universe: a whirling torrent of fire, 
ice and molten rock. With a delicate 
sweep of his hand, Solaris separated 
the individual elements, placing each in a 
unique plane of existence at the corners 
of reality. From each plane he extracted 
the purest sample of that element, fusing 
air, earth, fire and water into a vast and 
wondrous sphere of life, adding last of all 
a piece of himself –– the very incarnation 
of light –– to make his work complete. 
Crafting another plane amidst the four 

grand elemental planes, Solaris 
placed his glowing golden sphere 
within it before carefully assembling 
a cloak of earth for the roiling sea 
of life-essence, the Vitis Essentia. 
Out of clay he molded mortals 
in his image, and infused with the 
energy of the Vitis Essentia, with 
vitalessence, the mortals flourished.
    Through all of this Umbra 
observed in sullen jealously, silently 
hatching a plan to gain the better 
of her brother. When the time 
was right and Solaris had just 
finished his work, Umbra cast him 
into his own creation, and the Vitis 
Essentia quickly assimilated the 
entity with little more than a brief 
burst of light. Of the shadows that 
were her domain Umbra crafted 
additional creatures to populate 
the world; dark and twisted, they 

were gods to Solaris’s men. The mortals 
were effortlessly conquered and weighted 
by the iron shackles of tyranny under 
Umbra’s spawn, forced into slavery and 
flogged into obedience. For eons the 
shadow-gods ruled comfortably on their 
obsidian thrones while humanity shriveled 
and decayed, but slowly the gods grew 
dissatisfied with their own share of the 
world.
   Records don’t show which god began 
it, but the ensuing battles eventually 
escalated into what is now known as 
the Chthonian War. The sheer volume 

Nomad Campaign:
The Creation Myth
Article by Saros    Artwork by LadyofHats
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of destruction caused by the warring 
deities ripped the world to the breaking 
point, until the earth finally fragmented, 
releasing a flood of vitalessence that 
consumed gods and mortals alike. In 
a moment of panic Umbra clawed 
desperately at the hunks of land that 
drifted casually across the amorphous 
core, attempting to seal the Vitis 
Essentia back in. Her efforts were futile, 
and Umbra swiftly followed her brother 
into the swirling mass of life-essence, 
tainting the core with her perpetual 
shadows.
   Both Solaris and Umbra were too 
great to be totally consumed, however, 
and each still possessed a powerful if 
fragmented will. What remained of 
Umbra spread across reality, forming a 
distorted plane of shadows connected 
to the primal plane but not a part of it. 
Solaris used his last remaining strength 
to restore humanity to its place in the 
world, concurrently banishing Umbra’s 
progeny to the husk of a plane formed 
by her own ephemeral corpse. Both 
entities at last vanished from the 
Universe, and all that remained on the 
primal plane were the mortals. The 
flood of vitalessence, however brief, had 
a tremendous effect on the mortals. 
As time progressed and they spread 
across the floating, vitalessence-infused 
islands that now spanned the world, 
the once uniform race of mortals began 
experiencing drastic changes until half 

a dozen races remained, each embodying 
one of the six elements that made up the 
Vitis Essentia.
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remains of the house and collapse it into 
the fissure, the shockwaves causing the 
adjacent buildings to crack and split.
   Midnight chimes in the distance, and as 
suddenly as they began, the tremors stop. 
The air grows deathly still; everything is 
silent. An unearthly pale blue glow grows 
within the fissure. It pulsates through the 
mist, creeping inch by inch, spreading 
insidiously to the edges of the fog. The 
air pulsates with it like a living heart, 
the nearby buildings swaying with each 
beat, their battered edifices creaking and 
moaning under the strain.
   With a great breath, the fissure sucks 
the mist back into its maw. The buildings 
lean forward, straining to keep from 
being pulled in. A shrill screech explodes 
the air, like the shrill whistle of escaping 
steam, blowing the buildings apart as the 
mist and remains of the orphanage erupt 
into the sky. Wood beams and chunks of 
mortar plummet back to earth, perfectly 
stacking together from the foundation up 
to rebuild a different house! A single iron 
bound door flies into place at the front, 
and slams shut, as a triumphant cackle 
bursts from inside.
   Seven minutes past midnight and all 
is quiet again. Shouts, hurried footsteps 
and the clanging of armor break the 
silence. A squad of 12 men-at-arms 
with breastplate and halberds charge 
toward the house. But their war cries and 
charge is cut short by their first glimpse 
of the foreboding structure. Quickly, the 

sergeant recomposes himself, boldly stepping forward 
and drawing his sword. He orders them to enter the 
house. The door opens ajar, and the squad pauses its 
advance again. But the sergeant rallies them with a 
war cry — “For Greyhawk!”
   The squad charges inside and the door slams shut, 
their war cries turning to ghastly screams. Some 
scream for Heironeous and St. Cuthbert to save them. 
Others scream out of sheer horror and madness, until 
the symphony of terror quickly dwindles to the last 
man. Then, nothing....save the hideous chewing of 
rended flesh!
   Ten minutes later, an entire platoon of 20 men-at-
arms led by a handful of elite fighters valiantly charge 
inside. The symphony of ghastly screams starts all 
over again. An outraged mob forms outside the house, 
driven to a frenzy by the terrible massacre taking 
place inside. The mob storms the house; hurling rocks, 
smashing at it with bare fist, lighting it with torches 
and Molotov cocktails. But the wood mends and the 
fire inexplicably snuffs out. The mist swarms up around 
the building and swallows the mob, their angry babel 
fading away. Another triumphant cackle returns the 
mist back to the ground, and the mob is gone.
   Half past midnight, and the horrors have only begun. 
A large sphere of air ripples in front of the house. 

Three minutes to midnight and the City of Greyhawk 
sleeps. The moonless sky shrouds the city in a blanket 
of pitch black, barren of stars. Misfit shadows besiege 
the lamp-lit streets, weakening the flames against the 
night’s baleful embrace.
   Yet not everything slumbers.
   Tucked within the Thieves Quarter lies a castoff 
orphanage. Wild flowers and ivy have long since 
overgrown the sickly weeds and thorny shrub that 
once infected the building’s former burnt and gutted 
shell. Yet the building’s tainted history still lingers. The 
neighboring buildings still lean away, and the weeds 
still rise up in dead places to strangle the life from the 
greenery.
   The darkness seems thicker around the orphanage. 
It settles over the house, causing the timbers to groan 
beneath the weight. Lights turn on inside as the house 
begins to shake, sending children and their caretakers 
screaming into the night.
   The last seconds before midnight tick away. The air 
grows heavy and oppressive. The timbers groan louder 
and shake more violently, stirring up dust and shaking 
loose debris as the darkness melts into the bowels of 
the house. The ground heaves and splits open, spewing 
out milky white vapors that layer the immediate 
grounds in undulating mist. The tremors sunder the 

Dead World
Enter The House Of The Dead
Adventure by Jason Duke  Artwork by LadyofHats, Steven 
Adams, Kenneth Sowinski
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Space and time within the area twists and contorts as 
bluish-green energy crackles through the sphere. Four 
men and a woman materialize, each with glowing full 
plate armor and an arsenal of glowing weapons and 
items.
   A giant man weathered by age steps forward, raising 
a gleaming greatsword emblazoned with arcane runes 
and the word Nightgaunt.
   A wizened elf follows, holding out a holy symbol of 
Heironeous in one hand, while gripping a warhammer 
in the other that surges with elemental power.
   The woman, a half-elf with flowing raven-black hair, 
stands beside the elf. She readies a glowing long bow 
that forms an arrow-shaped bolt of magical energy as 
she pulls back on the bow string.
   Two men encased in armor from head-to-toe follow 
suit, their determined eyes scanning the house through 
the visors of their plumed great helms. Each bear the 
insignia of paladins of Heironeous — a clenched fist 
around a lightning bolt under a winged halo. One holds 
a shield and battle-axe surrounded by blue flame. The 
other holds aloft a holy avenger, as a magnificent white 
light bursts from the blessed blade, issuing a challenge 
to the evil within the house.
   The giant man begins toward the house, when a deep, 
metallic voice issues from the greatsword — “I sense 
a great planar disturbance here, my lord. It is a pocket 
from another plane reaching into our own. Such evil 
that not even the deepest levels of the abyss could touch 
it. I fear for your safety in this place.”
   Hearing this, the giant man stops, and turns to the 
others. Sensing his hesitancy, for the first time, they 
grow worried. His expression hardens as he turns 
back to the house. The mist begins to swell again as he 
raises Nightgaunt to the black sky. “Heironeous, guide 
our blades into the hearts of the unrighteous, so that we 
may dispense justice in your name. Strength and valor 
is victory, and victory is life!”
   The others raise their weapons and chant in unison 
— “Strength and valor is victory, and victory is life!” 
The mist embraces them as they tactically approach the 
house, and as light and noiseless as the mist itself, they 
disappear inside.

“Dead World” is a D&D Greyhawk campaign in which 
a group of 5-6 15th-level characters must survive the 
revived undead horrors of Mother Grubb’s House of 
Fortune, and ultimately defeat her to win the day. The 
campaign is in three parts, beginning with this first 
installment, “Enter the House of the Dead.” There are 
no character prerequisites other than characters must be 
non-evil.
   The campaign blends together story elements from 
the Greyhawk and Ravenloft campaign settings (with 
an emphasis on Greyhawk). The campaign is site-
based, and relies on these settings only for purposes 
of story and dramatics, not rules. Therefore, it can be 
supplanted anywhere with minimal alteration of the 
background. None of the rules outlined in the Ravenloft 

sourcebooks are provided herein, though there are 
plenty of opportunities in the adventure to use them. 
When to use them, however, is entirely a judgment call. 
The rules governing the Deadening Effect of Mother 
Grubb’s house are specific to the campaign whether the 
Ravenloft rules are used or not.
   Additional information on Ravenloft is available in 
the v3.5 Ravenloft PHB and DMG. Information on Old 
Mother Grubb and her house can be referenced in the 
original 2nd Edition Greyhawk boxed set, as well as 
the From the Ashes boxed set and similar Greyhawk 
source material. None of this material is needed to run 
this adventure.

Adventure Background

Tucked away within the Thieves Quarter of the City of 
Greyhawk was an infamous gambling hall and brothel 
called Old Mother Grubb’s House of Fortune. The 
proprietor, a venerable crone known simply as Old 
Mother Grubb, catered to a large and eclectic clientele. 
Old Mother Grubb ran the brothel with impunity, 
no-one ever suspecting the truth — that she was in 
fact a vampire sorceress of considerable power and 
the brothel was a front to hide her nocturnal feedings. 
Her influence grew to such an extent that her evil 
corrupted a number of lords and city officials, whom 
she blackmailed relentlessly.
   A paladin of Pelor was contracted to investigate 
the brothel after two city officials failed to make 
their payments and disappeared. When the paladin 
went missing, word of his disappearance attracted an 
adventuring party he worked with in the past, and they 
came looking for him. In a deadly showdown with 
Old Mother Grubb and her minions, the adventurers 
destroyed the vampires along with a small force of 
zombies and burned the brothel to the ground. An 
orphanage was erected on the site, though the taint 
of both her and the house remained. Her spirit was 
banished to the farthest nether reaches of Carceri, 
where her malevolent soul howled for revenge on 
the living of the city. The minions she commanded 
wouldn’t do; only an entire army would vindicate her 
— an appetence so deep-seated and malignant, that 
the Dark Powers of Ravenloft answered. The house 
became her domain. Endowed with a powerful curse 
that turned the living into the dead, it granted her the 
means to amass her undead army.
   But there was a price attached. The undead proved 
beyond her control— nothing could control them. 
They turned on her, sending her into a furious rage that 
drove her mad. She soon discovered that the house was 
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in fact a prison; her own personal living hell which 
constantly reminded her of the undead minions she 
once commanded.

Dead World

When Mother Grubb finalized her pact with the Dark 
Powers of Ravenloft, they reconstructed the brothel 
to serve as a domain in which she would have total 
mastery. So great is this connection between her and 
the building that it cannot be destroyed unless she is 
destroyed first. The exterior appears as it did before it 
was burned to the ground — old and in need of repair. 
There are no windows, only a single iron bound door at 
the front that creaks open upon the party’s approach.
   The interior is whatever Mother Grubb desires it to 
be. Shapes and sizes of rooms, lengths of corridors, 
textures and materials, furnishings, even entire 
landscapes — all this and more is capitulated to 
her whim. As such, there are no fixed dimensional 
boundaries unless she wills it, and the laws of physics 
are subject to redefinition if she so wishes it. Being a 
creature rooted to the natural world, however, means 
her creativity is limited to an imagination derived from 
her worldly experiences. It is unlikely she will manifest 
anything too bizarre or fantastical. Mother Grubb’s 
ability to shape Dead World also allows the DM to 
create additional locations in addition to those already 
listed.

Deadening Effect

To fulfill their end of the bargain, the Dark Powers 
endowed Dead World with a terrible curse that 
afflicts anything living that enters. At first, the curse 
is undetectable, until enough time passes when the 
living begin to notice horrible changes in their bodies. 
Their minds grow hazy, words and thoughts become 
unintelligible; motor skills and behaviors become 
unpredictable. Soon they notice their skin is gaunt and 
has a sickly discoloration to it; a rotten odor lingers 
about them (at least until their olfactory senses are 
overtaken as well). Their flesh begins to necrotize and 
fall off before their very eyes, and that’s when the dread 
realization of their ghastly predicament sinks in. Only 
it is too late — they are turning into the living dead! 
Anything living that dies inside Dead World turns into 
undead, and anything undead that re-dies inside Dead 
World eventually respawns. Nothing can prevent this 
(such as the spell spawn screen).
   There are five stages to this Deadening Effect — 
in game terms, progression through each stage is 

determined by an increasingly difficult Fortitude save; 
failure of a save results in a small temporary loss of 
ability points, skill points, penalties to attack and 
damage, etc. Until the fifth stage, in which the character 
permanently remains on the
“brink” of turning fully undead until cured. The spells 
heal, limited wish, wish, greater restoration, mass 
restoration, and heroes feast reverse the progression 
by one stage per casting. There are likewise rest points 
throughout Dead World, free of the Deadening Effect, 
where the characters can rest unaffected by the curse.
   Stage One: Character feels noxious and weak. Vision 
grows blurry. -1 attack and damage.

The air is rank with the stench of decay. There is 
nowhere in this damnable place you can escape the 
stink of the undead abominations wandering around. 
Although you are no novice to the smell of dead bodies, 
try as you may, you cannot accustom yourself to the 
pervasive stench. Your eyes water, your stomach turns 
with every breath and your muscles feel weaker. The 
more you breath in the heavy, fetid air, the worse you 
feel. If only you could taste fresh air for even a second, 
you know you would feel better again.

   Stage Two: Fever sets in and the character vomits 
infrequently. He has a hard time keeping food and drink 
down. -2 Str & Con. -2 on all skills related to these 
ability scores.

The noxious feeling in the pit of your stomach has 
moved completely throughout your entire body. Your 
muscles continue to ache and you feel cold and 
clammy; sweat trickles down your brow and your 
clothes cling to your body with perspiration. Your head 
pounds, ringing in your ears, and you feel your brow is 
on fire.

   Stage Three: Words and thoughts become 
unintelligible, like living in a dream. -2 Int, Wis, Cha. 
Ability score penalties may cause spellcasters to lose 
ability to cast high level spells and lose bonus spells. -2 
on all skills related to these ability scores.

Your thoughts seem to elude you, slipping away into 
the oblivion of this living dream you find yourself 
wandering through. But dreams normally consist of 
images of past and present loved ones, vanquished 
foes, sensations of empowerment . Normally, you take 
control and master your dreamscape; knowing you 
are capable of conquering anything when you believe 
it to be so. Not in this place you find yourself in. In 
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this state, this dead world, your  not in a dream, but a 
terrifying nightmare. One that you cannot vanquish, or 
control, or master. It is purgatory, plain and simple.

   Stage Four: A rotten odor follows the character; skin 
is icy cold. He suffers infrequent involuntary spasms. 
-2 Dex. -2 on all skills related to this ability score.

Your skin is icy cold to the touch now. Your hands 
twitch uncontrollably now and again; your muscles 
spasm, at infrequent intervals and different parts of 
your body — sometimes an arm, sometimes a leg. The 
horrible dead stench throughout this dead world has 
nearly overpowered your olfactory senses altogether, 
when you suddenly notice an even greater stench. You 
sniff around, at your companion next to you, realizing 
they are not the source. Then, a wave of terror seizes 
you as the only source you have not suspected, and 
do not want to suspect. Confusion enters the thoughts 
struggling for supremacy in your mind. Gulping loudly, 
offering a silent prayer to your god, you slowly lift your 
arm and bring your nose to your underarm. Taking a 
healthy whiff, the stench of decay assaults your nostrils. 
The dead stench now emanates from you too!

   Stage Five: Flesh necrotizes and begins falling 
off. By now, it is obvious what is happening to the 
character. -2 cumulative attack and damage.

You drag yourself along, delirious with pain, the 
sickness nearly complete. Your skin is now a sickly 
grayish color, having slowly necrotized since the 
onset of the sickness. A chunk of your flesh drops off 
to the floor. You know it won’t be long now until your 
transformation is complete. Unless you find some 
means of escape from this dead world, you will soon 
join its undead ranks!

   Deadening Waypoints: Use the following list of 
waypoints and the corresponding DC to determine 
when the characters should roll Fortitude saves against 
the Deadening Effect.

•   Mother Grubb’s House, 
Area 1., DC 20.
•   Mother Grubb’s House, 
Basement, DC 25.
•   The Schism or The Cemetery, depending on which 
location the characters enter first, DC 25.

Turning and Disruption

All undead encountered inside Dead World are immune 
to disruption, with the exception of Sir Kelwraith’s +2 
energy aura warhammer of disruption. It is the only 
weapon in the game that can disrupt undead normally; 
all other disruption-type weapons simply fizzle and 
malfunction.
   This also includes the ability to destroy undead 
through turning. Any undead type that would normally 
be destroyed by turning automatically flee instead.
   Dead World also enhances an undead’s turn 
resistance, strengthening it by +2 (reflected in the 
creature’s stat block).

Spells and Spell-like Abilities

Most spells and spell-like abilities function normally 
inside Dead World, however, some will partially 
function or have unintended side-effects, while others 
won’t function at all.
   Generally, damaging spells and spell-like abilities 
such as Magic Missile, Fireball, Cone of Cold, Flame 
Strike, etc. as well as those that specifically target and 
damage undead such as Searing Light and Undeath to 
Death, function normally.
  Spells and spell-like abilities that allow the caster to 
detect or control undead do not work at all, and those 
that summon or gate in creatures will instead spawn 
undead as follows:

•   Summon Monster/Nature’s Ally 1-3: 12 Ghasts.
•   Summon Monster/Nature’s Ally: 4-8: 4 Dread 
Wraiths.
•   Summon Monster/Nature’s Ally 9: 12 Swordwraiths.
•   Planar Ally/Gate: Lord Darmes Nightgaunt 
(Deathbringer).

Creature specific summoning spells such as shambler, 
conjure elemental, etc. do not work. Spells and spell-
like abilities that create undead function normally, but 
the undead are uncontrollable and immediately attack.
   The Speak with Dead spell puts the caster in contact 
with Mother Grubb herself, via the dead subject the 
spell is cast upon. So all information will prove false 
and misleading.
  Undeath to Death and Incorporeal Nova spells 
are considerably weaker if cast inside Dead World, 
affecting only 1-2 HD worth of undead per caster level.
   The Consecrate and Hallow spells simply do not 
function, due to the overwhelming negative energy and 
outright pure evil infused into Dead World.
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   Spells and spell-like abilities that allow the caster 
to contact a deity or transport between planes do not 
work, while spells such as Dismissal and Dispel Evil 
will banish the subjects to a random location of Dead 
World.
   Teleportation effects inside Dead World can be 
dangerous, if not out right deadly. Characters can 
never teleport outside of the encounter area they’re 
in. There is a 50% chance of materializing inside a 
wall or solid object, in which case the character is 
shunted to the nearest open space, taking 1d6 damage. 
The teleportation is always random, regardless of 
their familiarity with the terrain. Hence, the dreadful 
possibility of a character teleporting alone into a room 
occupied by one of the powerful undead that populate 
Dead World. However, always try to make the location 
near the rest of the party so they can arrive in a few 
rounds to help their comrade.
   The v3.5 Ravenloft PHB and DMG contains 
additional rules for spells not listed here if you decide 
to use that sourcebook.

Adventure Hooks

The characters are urgently summoned to meet with 
Jaikor Demien, the High Priest of Heironeous. All they 
know is that Greyhawk is in some kind of grave danger, 
and the city’s usual defenders won’t suffice; hence, the 
reason for summoning such high level characters. They 
have been summoned in the middle of the night to the 
great cathedral of Heironeous at the behest of Nerof 
Gasgal, Lord Mayor of Greyhawk. If the characters 
are meeting for the first time, allow them a moment to 
acquaint themselves. 
   The imposing iron structure looms before the 
characters, built in the years following the great 
war with Iuz. Seven iron spires tipped with glowing 
lightning bolts crown the domed roof. There are no 
windows, only a pair of monolithic iron doors engraved 
with hundreds of holy runes. Each rune radiates a soft 
white glow. Together, they combine to create a harsh 
light that only those who are pure of heart can bear to 
look at for more than a few seconds.
   Set into the base of the doors are a second pair of 
normal-sized doors that open upon the character’s 
approach. A priest appears in the threshold and ushers 
them inside into the great hall of the cathedral. Dozens 
of iron pillars engraved with similar holy runes line the 
hall, each as thick as five men and holding up the dome 
some 75 feet overhead.

Beyond the pillars is a colossal glowing statue of 

adamantine depicting a great warrior clad in full plate 
armor - in fact, there is no part of the warrior that is 
not covered in armor. It’s simple great helm has no 
visor, only a narrow slit across the face. It’s gigantic 
hands clasp the hilt of a long sword, which the warrior 
holds out in front of him, ready to smite any who would 
choose wickedness over righteousness. The lightning 
bolts that tip the spires extend into the great hall and 
encircle the warriors helm.
   A solid silver pulpit and lectern sets in front of the 
statue. There are no pews, no means of supplication 
— warriors and priests of Heironeous stand proudly 
during worship. The priest leads you to the great 
statue, where Jaikor Demien himself — High Priest of 
Heironeous — grimly awaits your arrival. He wears 
the holy robes of his office emblazoned with a clenched 
fist around a lightning bolt, beneath which you catch a 
glimpse of glowing breastplate. His portent expression 
betrays the gravity behind your summons.
   “The church has dire need of your services. Indeed, 
as I am sure you are aware, champions such as 
yourselves would not be called upon unless the threat 
was great. A sinister evil, defeated long ago has 
somehow been reborn this night. Many lives have 
been lost trying to purge this evil. We even dispatched 
some of the church’s greatest warriors — Lord Darmes 
Nightgaunt, Sir Kelwraith Ellevendi and his daughter 
Nemarra, Sir Jeffrey Uvelisst, and Sir Galvan Lemoire 
— to send this evil back to the hell fires from which it 
came. They failed!”
   Jaikor bows his head and offers a silent prayer for 
the fallen. He looks back to the characters, his face 
more grim than before. “The evil I speak of is none 
other than a foul vampyre sorceress called Old Mother 
Grubb. Somehow, in the process of her rebirth, a portal 
to an unknown plane of highly concentrated evil was 
opened, depositing a planar pocket onto the prime 
material. The origins of this plane are largely a mystery 
— not even Heironeous himself can supply us with an 
answer, other than it is a demi-plane of mists and evil 
shunned by the gods themselves! Whatever dark powers 
have opened this portal are responsible for resurrecting 
Mother Grubb.”
   Jaikor pauses a moment, weighing the gravity of the 
task. “Inside this planar pocket sits Mother Grubb’s 
house, once a burnt, gutted shell, but now somehow 
restored. No magic can penetrate it from the outside, 
and it is impervious to physical attack. As such, we do 
not know the true fate of Lord Darmes and the others. 
But we have assumed the worst; hence, your presence. 
Go to the house and destroy Mother Grubb. She is the 
lynchpin that binds the house and the planar pocket to 
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the prime material. If Lord Darmes and the others live, 
return them alive. Greyhawk is counting on you... I am 
counting on you. The fate of the city is in your hands. 
Go now. Strength and valor is victory, and victory is 
life!” With that, Jaikor blesses you with the holy word 
of Heironeous, and motions you to follow him.
Jaikor leads the characters to an antechamber. In the 
middle of the room sets a table piled with glowing 
magic items. He tells the characters they are free to 
take what they want from the table. The items consist 
of:

a rod of resurrection (2 charges); 
a divine scroll with raise dead (5); 
a scroll with remove curse (2); 
a scroll with heroe’s feast, planar ally, and sunburst; 
2 heal potions; 

3 cure serious wounds potions; 
wand of restoration (3 charges); 
+1 light mace of disruption; 
+2 vampire bane silver dagger; 
an arcane caster’s shield with halt undead.

Secrets

Jaikor knows the following information if the PCs 
question him before they are escorted out of the 
cathedral. Basic information represents either what 
Jaikor knows or what he is willing to tell the characters, 
which is essentially information they are likely already 
familiar with given their high levels and status. 
Improved information represents personal knowledge 
of a subject depending on whether a character has 
the appropriate skill, and the player succeeds the 
corresponding DC check. Improved information can 
only be gleaned if the PCs question Jaikor about the 
subject (i.e. questioning him triggers the recollection 
of prior knowledge), or if they request the information 
directly from the DM.

Lord Darmes and Friends

Basic: They are members of the city’s oligarchy and 
have done many great deeds for the church.

Improved: Knowledge (Local)/ DC 25: It is rumored 
they retrieved the Orb of Golden Death from the 
bowels of the Temple of Elemental Evil and banished 
the Demoness Zuggtmoy, delaying Iuz’s plans for 
conquest. They are also believed to be responsible for 
the daring rescue of Earl Holmer from the dungeons of 
Iuz’s capital, Dorakaa.

The Mysterious Demi-Plane

Basic: Jaikor knows nothing about the plane, other than 
what he has already told the characters.
Improved: Knowledge (Arcana and Planes)/ DC 30: 
The character overheard a story a while back, by a 
survivor of an adventuring group, who claimed they 
were transported to an unknown plane of unspeakable 
evil through living mists.

Mother Grubb

Basic: A vampire sorceress of considerable power. 
She ran a brothel in the Thieves Quarter disguised as 
a gambling house called Old Mother Grubb’s House 
of Fortune. The city looked the other way when the 
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prostitutes of the Thieves Quarter, all accomplished 
pick pockets and thieves, left the streets to work in the 
brothel. They believed the city was better off with them 
contained. The brothel attracted a large and eclectic 
clientele, from lowly laborers and peasants to the 
wealthy and affluent.
   As the brothel grew in popularity, local hoods began 
harassing the establishment. Until the bodies of certain 
low-ranking members of the Thieves Guild, namely 
those who ran the prostitution rackets, were discovered 
in their beds torn from limb to limb. Mother Grubb 
and her serving girls, transformed into vampires as 
well, went unchecked for many years. They fed off 
unfortunate patrons who made the mistake of drinking 
too much and accompanying a girl to a private room. 
Mother Grubb’s influence grew to such an extent, that 
her evil taint corrupted a number of lords and city 
officials, who she blackmailed relentlessly.
   A party of adventurers were contracted to investigate 
the brothel after two city officials failed to make their 
payments and disappeared. The party uncovered the 
ghastly truth. And in a deadly showdown with Mother 
Grubb and her minions, the adventurers destroyed the 
vampires along with a small force of zombies. They 
razed the brothel afterward.

Improved: Knowledge (Local)/ DC 25: Mother Grubb 
and a priestess of Erythnul named Kaarain Mandair 
had a side racket, in which Kaarain animated slain 
victims into zombies, and sold them to the Sewermen’s 
and Streetsweeper’s Union. The head of the union, 
Imre Petrosian, successfully covered up the scandal 
by squarely pinning the blame on several low-level 
members. Those members conveniently turned up 
floating face-down in the Nyr Dyv one day before trial.

Mother Grubb’s House of Fortunes

First Impressions

An old, dilapidated house looms before you. There are 
no windows, no chimney, no way to get inside except 
through a badly splintered and rusted iron bound 
door at the front of the house. Wisps of rolling fog lick 
at your feet, parting beneath your footsteps as you 
cautiously approach the house. A creaking noise sounds 
from the door. You pause in mid step, ready to do battle 
with whatever horrors may spring from inside. The 
door opens ajar! The smell of death wafts from the 
open doorway. You look to each other in a moment of 
hesitancy, but the moment quickly passes.

Everything is deathly still. Despite its rundown 
appearance, the house is impervious to destruction. The 
air is thick with tension. The characters feel that they 
may be attacked at any second, putting them on edge. 
The surrounding buildings lay in ruin, and are little 
more than giant toppled mounds of timber and mortar.

Dead World’s Embrace

If one of the characters touches a wall, opens a door, or 
comes into contact with a portion of the house at any 
point during their exploration, the character suddenly 
stiffens into a catatonic state. He is forced to relive a 
dread vision of the men-at-arm’s slaughter at the hands 
of a powerful entity known only as Nemesis. Although 
Nemesis is not meant to come into play until later in 
the campaign, the vision is meant to elicit a sense of 
foreboding in the characters of the horrors to come.

Touching the house, the cold, clammy wood suddenly 
triggers a surge of past life memories that transfer into 
your consciousness. A wave of fear and terror consume 
you, as you look down on the gambling hall, bodiless 
and impotent to act. You float down toward the ground, 
closer and closer, until you suddenly find yourself part 
of the scene; seeing through the eyes of a large, burly 
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half-orc cleric of St. Cuthbert. His memories, painful 
and terrible, flood your mind. Dreabune, a voice 
whispers to you. His name is Dreabune.
   He valiantly charges inside the house along with 
the rest of his platoon. They rush through the entry 
room into the main room ahead, just in time to witness 
Mother Grubb standing over the torn and ravaged 
bodies of the first men-at-arms to enter the house.
   “Foul creature!” Dreabune cries, summoning the 
power of St. Cuthbert. “By the power of the Great 
Mace, I strike you down!”
   “Fool!” Mother Grubb lets loose an ear-splitting 
cackle. “Your god cannot help you here. I built this 
place. This is my world... my Dead World. Here, I make 
the rules. Here, I am god. And it is for the dead that we 
wish to keep it!”
   With that, the slain men-at-arms stir in movement, 
rising before Dreabune’s very eyes as horrid undead 
abominations. Mother Grubb bares her bloodied fangs 
and hisses out a command to the undead to attack the 
platoon, but the corpses make no moves. “I command 
you!” she screams, yet the corpses still do not respond, 
instead turning on both Mother Grubb and the platoon. 
She flies into a rage and instantly rips apart two of the 
corpses as the platoon quickly dispatches the others.
   Dreabune boldly steps forward. “Your reign is at an 
end, and not soon enough.” But Mother Grubb merely 
cackles again.
   “I call upon you, Dark Powers, masters of the lords 
of darkness and land of mists and shadows; summon up 
the Nh’eil-li-threc’t, the eternal power, the very essence 
of my Dead World.” The room shakes violently, and an 
explosion of wind knocks Dreabune and the platoon to 
the ground. A maelstrom of swirling, black raw energy 
forms in the room’s center as Mother Grubb steps back, 
cackling.
   With another great blast, the maelstrom becomes 
like a vacuum and sucks the wind back in. Three 
fighters lose their footing and slide across the floor. 
Screaming as the maelstrom sucks them in, they twirl 
at such velocity that their bodies fly apart. Dreabune 
fights to hold himself to the ground. But the pull of the 
maelstrom is too great, and he begins sliding toward it. 
As suddenly as it began, it disappears with a loud pop.
   Mother Grubb, Dreabune and the surviving platoon 
wait in anticipation. Time seems frozen. Nothing 
happens. The smell of burnt flesh chokes the air.
   Then, suddenly, it appears — a creature of ineffable 
design that radiates such powerful evil, Dreabune and 
the survivors crumple to their knees in its ungodly 
presence.
   The size of a normal man, its skin is necrotized and 

hairless; its face is a patchwork of machinery grafted 
to its skin. The eyes are replaced entirely with wide 
goggles. The lenses tinted of the deepest pitch, focus in 
and out at Dreabune with a low, mechanical whir.
   The rest of its body is slender, almost starved looking, 
draped in a heavy leather trench coat. A thick metal 
zipper runs the entire length of the front of the coat, 
ending in a tall collar. It zips all the way up to just 
beneath its nose, from under which a series of several 
tubes feed into its nostrils. A sickening red, clotted 
substance gurgles through the tubes.
   “I am Nemesis.” the words blast through Dreabune’s 
mind. He and the surviving platoon quickly scramble to 
their feet and attack. Nemesis does not move. A fighter 
swings his greatsword at the entity. But it bounces 
harmlessly away, reflected off an energy shield that 
shimmers and crackles green electricity. Nemesis 
reaches out and touches the fighter and the man 
collapses, his body wracked in excruciating pain; his 
bones crack, his blood vessels bulge out and
rupture, and his organs explode internally.
   Dreabune and the others gasp in horror, clearly 
outmatched by an overwhelming foe. Nemesis 
disappears and reappears next to another fighter, 
touching him the same way. The others begin to flee 
screaming, but there is no escape. Nemesis finally 
appears in front of Dreabune. He lashes out with his 
mace like a cornered animal, penetrating the shield 
and wounding Nemesis, or does he? Is that how it 
happened?

   The flood of memories finish washing over the 
character and he leaves Dreabune’s body, floating away, 
looking back down on the gambling hall. With a gasp 
of air, the character reenters his own body, unable to 
remember anything more about Nemesis, the slaughter, 
or whether Dreabune lived or the entity was defeated.

1. Entrance Hall

The door suddenly slams shut as you enter the house 
and you find yourselves in a destroyed room. Large 
pools of blood stain the floor, forming a ghastly trail 
that leads deeper into the house. The walls are marred 
by terrible sword gouges, while the northern wall has 
turned black from scorch marks and soot, caused by 
some great explosion that has completely sundered the 
northern door.

This was originally a greeting room where customers 
were met by Mother Grubb’s doxies and then escorted 
into the gambling hall (area 4). The room is now 
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incessantly from the ceiling overhead, and runs down 
the walls; forming a central pool in the middle of the 
room and smaller puddles elsewhere. A strange and 
troubling phenomenon, considering there are no logical 
sources for the water to originate from. The walls here 
are also marred by deep sword gouges and scorched by 
explosions. Potholes pockmark the floor, some of which 
have filled with water. The blood trail continues across 
the room, over the central pool, leading even deeper 
into the house.

This room was once the main gambling hall of the 
establishment. Now, it is completely ravaged from 
the fighting that took place when the guards stormed 
the house. The central pool of water is less than a foot 
deep.
   Development: A Spot check (DC 20) reveals that the 
blood floats perfectly atop the water without dispersing, 
much like oil. The blood suddenly moves as if alive, 
coalescing into the image of a shield, then a sword, and 
finally a dragon.
   Treasure: Hidden in the central pool is a ring of 
protection +2. Characters who specifically search the 
pool and succeed a Search check (DC 15) find the ring.

5. Storeroom (EL 3)

This room reeks of liquor. Ransacked shelves line the 
walls, their contents laying on the floor in heaps of 
broken glass. The labels bear the insignias of breweries 

in complete disarray, as a result of the fighting that 
took place when the guards stormed the house. The 
door leading outside is impervious to destruction and 
nothing can open it once it shuts. The characters are 
now also under the curse of the Deadening Effect 
and must succeed Fortitude saves against DC 20, or 
progress one stage of the Deadening Effect .

2. Lounge and Bar

The room is untouched by the fighting, and judging 
from the thick layer of dust that has gathered, 
everything here has remained undisturbed for some 
time. Two barrels contain putrefied water. Four empty 
wooden mugs set atop a sturdy looking table. Several 
sturdy chairs offer places to sit at the table. Two sturdy 
benches line the southeast corner. Lining the southern 
wall is a huge tapestry depicting a shield emblazoned 
with a sword impaling a dragon.
   The table, chairs, and benches collapse if the 
characters sit down, lean against, or set down their 
belongings on any of the furniture. The mugs cause any 
liquid poured into them to putrefy.
   Development: Characters succeeding a Spot check 
(DC 15) see something move behind the tapestry! If 
they go to look, nothing is there.

3. Game Room

The double doors to this room are completely sundered. 
Inside, the room lies in shambles. Apparently, whatever 
battle transpired in the entrance hall (area 1) spilled 
over into this room.
   The furniture is smashed to pieces, 
though among the wreckage are 
darts, dart boards, dice, a roulette 
wheel, cards, and gambling chips. 
Water drips from the ceiling 
overhead and runs down the walls, 
pooling throughout the room. There 
is no blood anywhere, not a drop, 
despite the great destruction wrought 
upon the chamber.

4. Gambling Hall

A blood trail leads into a large room 
that has been devastated in much the 
same way as the entry room. This 
chamber has by far taken the brunt 
of whatever destructive force has 
swept through the house. Water drips 
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from Keoland, Veluna, Ulek, and the Kron Hills. The 
rest are too badly smashed to read. The floorboards are 
completely drenched in freshly spilled liquor. 
   Walking in this room requires great care for any 
characters wearing anything other than metal or 
magical boots. A character can avoid stepping on the 
pieces of glass that are sizeable enough to puncture a 
boot by rolling a successful Dexterity check (DC 13). 
Otherwise, the character takes 1d6 total damage from 
stepping on glass while exploring the room.
   Traps: The glass is not the real danger here, but 
rather, it is the freshly spilled liquor. Upon entering 
the room, the door suddenly slams shut and the liquor 
spontaneously combusts, engulfing everything in 
flames. For every round the characters remain trapped 
inside the room, they take 1d6 points of fire damage 
(Reflex save for half DC 15). Dousing the flames with 
normal water does not extinguish them, but a create 
water or similar spell does. The door can be also be 
bashed down, sundered, or the lock picked, though it 
seems unnaturally strong for a simple wooden door.
   Door: 2 in. thick; hardness 10; hp 60; Break DC 28; 
Open Lock DC 40.

6. Bathroom

Several large chamber pots rest against the west wall. 
A bench sets against the north wall near the door. The 
pots are in pristine condition and look as if they have 
never been used.
   Development: If the characters bend over or stand 
near the pots to inspect closer, an 
explosion of blood suddenly erupts 
from the pots, splattering the room in a 
sickening sticky crimson mucous. The 
characters will feel dizzy and confused 
same as the lesser confusion spell (DC 
17).

7. Bedroom

This bedroom is lavished in 
extravagant furnishings. The king-
sized beds are carved from stained 
Roanwood, fitted with soft feather-
down mattresses, and draped in silk 
sheets, cured lamb-skin furs, and 
plush velvet pillows. Small chests, 
waiting benches, foot stools, and low 
coffee tables are carved from solid 
ivory, presumably from the tusks of 
some huge creature. A wrought iron 

table and matching set of chairs finishes off the room’s 
opulence.

The furnishings are all forgeries and fakes. The beds 
are made of Phostwood and collapse if the characters 
sit down, lean against, or set down their belongings on 
it.
   The mattresses are hard and lumpy, stuffed with 
scratchy straw. The silk sheets are actually paper-thin 
linen, the lamb-skin furs are raunchy goat skins, and 
the velvet pillows are made of common cloth that has 
become frayed and fuzzy. The ivory furniture is, in 
fact, carved from bone. The table and chairs are also 
Phostwood painted black to look like wrought iron at 
a cursory glance. As with the bed, the table and chairs 
collapse under any weight.
   Treasure: Hidden in the bedpost of the bed, in the 
northwestern room, is a secret compartment. It contains 
50pp and a finely wrought small gold bracelet worth 
150gp. Characters who specifically search the bed, 
and succeed a Search check (DC 25), discover the 
compartment.

8. Back Entrance Hall

The trail of blood leads into this room, ending abruptly 
in the northeastern corner. Water drips from the ceiling 
and runs down the walls, forming more puddles. The 
water runs non-stop, as if there were a river or lake on 
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the other side, ready to burst through at any moment.

The northeastern section of wall is actually an illusion 
that cannot be disbelieved or dispelled. Characters 
searching the room eventually discover the illusion 
when their arms suddenly pass through the wall as they 
search it.

9. Mysterious Black Sphere

These steps lead up to a narrow crawlspace. Inside is 
a strange, alien sphere of inky blackness magically 
suspended above the floor. The sphere is approximately 
2 feet in diameter and does not radiate magic if 
detected for.
   The players may think it’s a sphere of annihilation, 
but it is actually a transportation conduit to the 
Cemetery. Characters touching the sphere are instantly 
transported into one of the coffins in the Cemetery 
encounter.

Basement

First Impressions

The flow of water dripping from the ceiling and 
running down the walls is much faster here, completely 
flooding the basement hallway in a foot of murky, 
stagnant water. A low fog drifts lazily across the top 
of the water’s surface. The air down here is dank and 
musty, like that of an ancient crypt or tomb. The blood 
trail continues down the stairs and down the hallway, 
stopping dead at the southern end of the hallway.
   
Moving quietly down here is next to impossible 
because of the water. Torches sputter in the dripping 
water and have a 50% chance of extinguishing; 
smokesticks, candles, and lamps are snuffed out 
automatically. Lanterns function normally. Entering 
the Basement is cause for a Fortitude save against the 
Deadening Effect at DC 25, or progress one stage of 
the Deadening Effect.

10. Liquor Closet

This room reeks of liquor. Empty shelves line the walls. 
The liquor bottles lie smashed on the floor in heaps of 
broken glass that completely cover the room. However, 
the glass is underneath the water. The characters won’t 
notice it unless they prod the floor before entering the 
room.
   Walking in this room requires great care for any 

characters wearing anything other than metal or 
magical boots. A character can avoid stepping on the 
pieces of glass that are sizeable enough to puncture a 
boot by rolling a successful Dexterity check (DC 13). 
Otherwise, the character takes 1d6 total damage from 
stepping on glass while exploring the room. The spilled 
liquor does not spontaneously combust, so there is no 
danger here other than the broken glass.

11. Portal Rooms

This is a bare brick chamber that looks like it hasn’t 
been disturbed in ages. The water has only flooded 
partially into the room.
   Characters entering these rooms will suddenly drop 
into the water as if they stepped into a deep pit. If they 
prod the floor before entering, they will feel the floor a 
foot beneath the water. But as soon as they step inside 
the room, they drop into the water and are transported 
to The Schism encounter.
   Other characters see their comrades drop into the 
water, but if they prod the floor or attempt a rescue, 
they feel only the floor again.

You suddenly drop beneath the surface of the water 
into a slender shaft carved from living rock. You sink 
like a boulder, sinking faster than you normally would 
for someone carrying your amount of gear. The walls 
of the shaft race past in your descent, as the stagnant 
water grows colder, until it becomes like ice. Tattered 
arms in varying stages of decay suddenly shoot out of 
narrow crevices in the rock, and you gasp in horror as 
they claw out at you, pushing you down to increase the 
speed of your descent. You try to grab at one, but you 
are plummeting at such a rate that the arm breaks in 
two; leaving you holding a writhing, half-decomposed 
forearm. A light appears beneath you, growing brighter 
and brighter until you pass through it. You materialize 
in mid-air, falling twenty feet to a stone floor below.

The descent through the shaft inflicts 1d6 water 
damage. The impact with the stone floor, after the 
characters materialize and fall twenty feet, causes 2d6 
damage.

The Cemetery

First Impressions (EL 7)

A vast graveyard stretches to the very walls of this 
monstrous cavern. Patches of mist hug the ground. 
The decrepit soil sinks beneath your weight, leaving 
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impressions of your footsteps in the rank earth from 
which seeps the sickly fog. A giant marble mausoleum 
is built near the center of the cavern. Directly 
northwest of it is a dead, withered Yarpick tree of 
unnaturally monstrous proportions, from which dozens 
of bloated corpses swing by thick nooses squeezed 
about their broken necks.
   The center floor of the cavern around the mausoleum 
is moist and flat, while the outer edges are mostly 
lumpy and eluviated. Dead shrubs strangle the ground; 
some of them blow past you in a gust of stagnant 
wind, scratching at your legs. Strange cyclopean 
outcroppings of rock jut up through the eluviated 
sections of the cavern floor. A wide cave opening to the 
southeast leads out of the cavern.
   All around you in the air is the smell of death. The 
walking dead lumber throughout the graveyard, milling 
about the gravestones and wailing their pitiful, tortured 
moans, trying desperately to cling to a life long past. 
Some of them near you suddenly stop and look up. 
Their lifeless eyes stare through you; their mouths 
gape open in a terrifying chorus of even louder moans. 
They quickly shamble towards you — hungrily, oh so 
hungrily — those lifeless eyes momentarily lighting 
with a spark of intelligence that betrays a craving for 
living flesh — your flesh!

Creatures: If the characters enter the cemetery from 
the Schism encounter, they are immediately attacked 

by the 16 Zombies lurking closest to the mausoleum 
entrance. If the characters enter the cemetery via a 
coffin, they are attacked by the 7 closest Zombies.
   Human Commoner Zombies (51): Respawn every 
hour: CR 1/2; Medium Undead; HD 2d12+3; hp 16; 
Init -1; Spd 30 ft. (can’t run); AC 11, touch 9, flat-
footed 11; Base Atk +1; Grp +2; Atk +2 melee (1d6+1, 
slam); Space/Reach 5 ft./5 ft.; SQ darkvision 60 ft., 
single actions only, damage reduction 5/slashing, +2 
turn resistance, undead traits; AL NE; SV Fort +0, Ref 
-1, Will +3; Str 12, Dex 8, Con —, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 
1, Monster Manual 258.
   Feats: Toughness.
   Tactics: The Zombies mill about their locations and 
do not attack until the characters come within visual 
range (60 ft.).

1. Mausoleum

A giant mausoleum of solid marble looms before you. 
Ivy and creeper vines choke the walls and hang over 
the sides of the roof, swaying in the stale breeze that 
periodically blows through the graveyard. Large 
wrought iron double doors in the western wall seem to 
be the only way inside the structure.

The doors are not locked and can be pulled open. The 
hinges whine loudly with movement, and the base of 
the doors grind across the ground. This alerts every 

Zombie in the cemetery to 
the party’s presence. The 
doors lead into The Schism 
encounter.

2. Dead Tree (EL 3)

This is a giant-sized 
Yarpick tree that serves as 
a hangman’s tree for the 15 
corpses dangling from its 
branches. The tree is dead, 
and has apparently been 
that way for quite some 
time. It is covered in sharp 
thorns, some as long as 
two feet. The corpses are 
mostly commoners, though 
five appear to be long-dead 
adventuring types.
   Much of the tree is stained 
red with dried blood, turned 
black in some places. Strips 
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of shriveled flesh hang from the tree where the thorns 
have flayed the skin from the corpses swinging in the 
wind. Who or what strung up the corpses is anybody’s 
guess.
   Development: If the characters approach close 
enough to be standing near or under a corpse, the 
bodies suddenly twitch to life and begin vomiting up 
blood on the characters.
   A successful Ref save (DC 20) avoids the blood. If 
a character is hit, they will progress one stage in the 
Deadening Effect unless they succeed a Fort save (DC 
25).
   The corpses continue to twitch and spasm, even if cut 
down, but are otherwise harmless.
   Treasure: The bodies of the five adventurers don the 
following items, one per corpse: 

Armor of Arrow Attraction, 
Boots of Dancing (speed), 
Gauntlets of Fumbling (ogre power), 
Robes of Powerlessness (blending), 
and a Ring of Clumsiness.

3. Buried Alive

In a blinding flash, your world is suddenly engulfed in 
total darkness. You can hear yourself breathing and 
feel yourself laying flat on your back on some kind of 
hard, cold surface that numbs your backside. You feel 
around with your hands, and quickly discover you are 
confined in a tiny, claustrophobic space with barely 
enough room to move your arms. The muffled sounds 
of tortured moans and feet dragging through dirt can 
be heard from somewhere six feet above you. Feeling 
around some more, the walls of your confinement have 
the texture of coarse wood. The smell of pine, damp 
earth, and decay fills your nostrils. It is at that moment 
when you suddenly realize you are trapped in a coffin, 
buried alive!

This is the section of the cemetery the characters are 
transported to from the mysterious black sphere (area 
9) of Mother Grubb’s House. The coffin is in an open 
grave; the lid can be bashed open or sundered from 
inside.
   If this is the first area the characters enter arriving 
from Mother Grubb’s House, they must succeed 
Fortitude saves against DC 25, or progress one stage of 
the Deadening Effect.
   Coffin: 2 in. thick; hardness 5; hp15; Break DC 18.

4. Zombie Statues

The outcroppings of rock turn out to be crude, calcified 
remains of Zombies. Some of the walking dead have 
somehow been fused together into strange, misshapen 
lumps of calcified deposits almost cyclopean in 
appearance. Pieces break away if the characters prod or 
poke at the remains.
   Creatures: These formations are in fact the 
handiwork of a Gravecrawler.
   Gravecrawler: Encountered alone, does not 
respawn: CR 16; Small Undead; HD 25d12; hp 300; 
Init +2; Spd 20 ft. or burrow 20 ft.; AC 17, touch 13, 
flat-footed 15; Base Atk +13; Grp +9; Atk +13 melee 
(1d4/19-20 plus 1d4 Constitution damage, bite); Space/
Reach 5 ft./5 ft.; SA calcifying aura, Constitution drain; 
SQ darkvision 60 ft., burrow, speak with dead, spell 
resistance 30, tremorsense, +8 turn resistance, undead 
traits; AL N; SV Fort +8, Ref +10, Will +16; Str 10, 
Dex 15, Con —, Int 16, Wis 11, Cha 11, Monster 
Manual II 118.
   Skills: Balance +4, Bluff +5, Diplomacy +12, 
Escape Artist +10, Hide +21, Intimidate +2, Jump +2, 
Knowledge (history) +20, Knowledge (local) +20, 
Knowledge (undead) +20, Listen +7, Sense Motive +5, 
Spot +2, Tumble +7.
   Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, 
Dodge, Improved Critical (bite), Iron Will, Mobility, 
Skill Focus (knowledge: history), Skill Focus 
(knowledge: local), Skill Focus (knowledge: undead).
   Calcifying Aura (Su): calcify flesh, 30-foot radius, 
Fort save (DC 22) or take 1d2 Constitution damage, 
opponents dropped to 0 Constitution are turned to 
stone, lost Constitution points are regained 1/day.
   Constitution Drain (Su): Fort save (DC 22) or 
drained 1d4 Constitution points (2d4 Constitution 
points on a critical hit), heals gravecrawler 5hp (10hp 
on a critical hit) (excess gained as temporary hit 
points), opponents dropped to 0 Constitution are turned 
to stone.
   Burrow (Ex): can move through dirt, stone and earth 
without leaving any signs of its passing, gravecrawler 
is flung back 30 feet and stunned for 1 round if a 
move earth spell cast on the area where the creature is 
burrowing unless it succeeds a Fort save (DC 22).
   Speak With Dead (Su): 1/week at will — same as 
speak with dead spell (caster level 20).
   Tremorsense (Ex): detect anything touching the 
ground within 60 feet.

Another Zombie shambles toward you, but before you 
have a chance to dispatch the abomination, it stops 
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dead in its tracks as a tiny, disgusting slug-like creature 
burrows out of the soil beneath the Zombie’s feet. The 
creature’s pale, bloated body is segmented like a worm, 
ending in a human face without eyes. The slug-thing 
wraps around the Zombie’s legs, turning them into 
calcified stone! The creature works its way up the rest 
of the Zombie, calcifying everything its repugnant little 
slug body touches. Its face turns to you and almost 
seems to smile, then it dives back into the ground and 
burrows out of sight.

The Gravecrawler appears a few more times to calcify 
Zombies. Each time the characters kill a Zombie, they 
see the Gravecrawler poke its head up out of the ground 
and shoot them an angry look. Zombies calcified by the 
Gravecrawler do not respawn.
   Development: If the characters stop destroying the 
Zombies, a moment later, the Gravecrawler burrows 
out of the ground 15 feet from them.
   At this point, the characters are within the 30-foot 
radius of the Gravecrawler’s calcifying aura and must 
succeed Fort saves (DC 22) or take 1d2 Constitution 
damage.
   If the characters have destroyed less than 24 Zombies 
and don’t attack the Gravecrawler, it studies them with 
a curious look (otherwise, it attacks).
   “You… friendly then?” it asks.
   If one or more of the characters have suffered 
Constitution damage from the calcifying aura, the 
Gravecrawler says, “You stay away… must stay away, 
yes. Hurt you I do.”
   The Gravecrawler then moves away at least 30 feet 
or more from the characters. If they ask what it is, 
“I keep the memories, yes. I store the knowledge. I 
know things, yes, many things. Mmmm, wonderful 
memories. Mmmm, tasty memories.” It then looks at 
the characters, almost as if desiring their memories 
next.
   “You… help me then? Help me get the memories 
from the tree? Hurt me, the sharp things do. Cannot 
reach the memories, yes.”
   Anymore questioning at this point, and the 
Gravecrawler only responds with a sad, “Cannot reach 
the memories.” It then burrows back beneath the rotten 
soil.
   The “memories” the Gravecrawler is alluding to are 
the corpses hanging from the Yarpick tree.
   If the characters cut down the corpses, the 
Gravecrawler soon appears and begins calcifying the 
bodies with a joyful, “Mmmm, wonderful memories. 
Mmmm, tasty memories.”
   As the Gravecrawler merrily goes about its work, the 

characters may ask it questions, learning some or all of 
the following information:
•   “Do not touch the half-man between the poles. Hurt 
you he will, death and pain your reward.”
•   “Mmmm, the memories of the big ones I desire. But 
they walk with the night,” lowering its little head sadly. 
“Retrieve them I cannot.”
•   “Find respite where the sun never sets. Safe you will 
be from the big ones, yes. Hurt you they cannot, though 
hound you with terrible dreams they will, until you 
send them back to the night.”
•   “Forever undying the undead walk. Kill them you 
can, but permanently you cannot. Rise again they will. 
The dead curse makes it so.”
•   “Fight the five fallen heroes you must. Guardians of 
the Schisms they are. Lift the curse, and save them you 
will.”
•   “Beware the fat one, yes. Endless hunger it has. Eat 
everything it does. Eat even me it would.”
•   “Face the three nightmares of the old mother you 
must. Hungry for their blood, the great stone is. Defeat 
them, yes, and to Nemesis you will go.”
•   “Upon you the dead curse is. Slow the curse, 
powerful divine magic does. When the old mother is 
gone, free from the curse you will be.”
•   “Defeat the bringer of death. In his sword, gain a 
powerful ally you will.”
•   “Find the five Schisms you must, then fight the old 
mother you will. The puzzle of blocks is the key.”
   After learning all they can from the Gravecrawler, it 
would be a good time for the characters to leave, for 
once the Gravecrawler finishes calcifying the corpses in 
15 rounds, it turns on the party next!

5. Cave Opening

This wide cave opening is ominously dark. No form of 
light, magical or otherwise, can penetrate the darkness. 
The opening leads to the Endless Hall of Lost Souls 
encounter.

The Schism (EL 10)

This is a large open chamber. Eight monolithic 
Romanesque columns of solid granite form a wide 
portico that encircles the room. The floor is set in 
smooth, hand-laid stone slabs. A vast open sky of azure 
with swirls of crimson and green reaches to infinity, 
brightening the chamber, though it is anything but 
cheery.

The characters are welcome to fly up into the sky, 
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only to discover that the chamber is suspended in the 
azure void. If they fly away, they quickly spot another 
chamber ahead on the horizon, only to find they have 
somehow looped back to their original starting point.
   The double doors are wrought iron and lead to the 
Cemetery encounter. The doors are not locked and can 
be pushed open; though the hinges whine loudly and 
the base of the doors grind across the ground, alerting 
every Zombie in the cemetery to the party’s presence.
   If this is the first area the characters enter arriving 
from Mother Grubb’s House, they must succeed 
Fortitude saves against DC 25 or progress one stage of 
the Deadening Effect.
   In the center of the chamber is a human torso 
anchored between two poles by wires that hook through 
its skin.

Suspended between two slender wooden poles is the 
ghastly human torso, arms and head of a man. The 
lower half has been completely torn away, spilling the 
intestines into a shallow stone pool directly beneath. 
The bloody entrails hang out of the torso and pile into 
the pool up to the rim, nearly spilling over the edges 
— enough intestinal tract to fill the bowels of twenty 
men. Yet it is the upper half of the torso that is truly 
terrifying. Dozens of thin wires with small hooks at 
the ends pierce the body at hundreds of different 
points. The hooks tug at the skin, anchoring the 
arms spread eagle between the two poles. The 
cheeks are stretched out and the mouth pulled 
open, inside which rots a black, swollen tongue. 
The eyes stare blankly ahead in death, when they 
suddenly turn and look upon you!

   Development: The eyes follow the characters 
wherever they go. If the party splits up, the eyes 
follow the largest group.
   Sizeable pieces of the torso’s upper half are 
missing. Characters succeeding a Spot check 
(DC 15) notice five of the hooks have come 
unfastened near the missing pieces.
   These are the five Schisms the characters 
must find scattered throughout Dead World, and 
reattach to the torso in order to fight Mother 
Grubb. To reattach a Schism, a character need 
only fit the missing piece into the torso and 
reconnect the wire.
   Set into the floor, at the base of the pool, are 
30 cracked and ancient wood blocks etched 
in symbols — 10 shields, 10 dragons, and 10 
swords — and all jumbled together similar to 
a picture puzzle. Adjacent to the blocks is a 

second empty space large enough to securely fit 11 of 
the blocks.
   Etched into the side of the pool directly above the 
blocks is the passage, “For they sleep not, except they 
have done mischief; and their sleep is taken away, 
unless they cause some to fall — Proverbs 4:16.”
   This is the correct combination to put the blocks into 
in the empty space provided at the base of the fountain 
— 4, 1, and 6. The order the blocks go in is shield, 
sword, dragon.
   The very essence of Dead World flows through the 
torso, making it impervious to destruction. Weapons 
bounce harmlessly off the torso, and magic does 
nothing.
   The poles and wires are likewise impervious to 
destruction, as is the pool and a 30-foot radius of stone 
floor on which everything sets.
   Traps: Characters touching or attacking the torso 
(including with weapons or items), or replacing the 
Schisms before the correct number of blocks are placed 
into the proper order must succeed a Will save (DC 40) 
or be zapped for 5d6+20 damage and instantly progress 
to stage five of the Deadening Effect.
   Once the blocks are placed correctly, the characters 
may touch the torso to reattach a Schism as long as 
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they have a Schism in their possession, otherwise they 
trigger the trap. Replacing all five Schisms opens the 
way to the Mother Grubb’s Lair encounter.
   Treasure: A secret compartment behind the proverb 
holds:

Amulet of Mighty Fists +2, 
Amulet of Health +4, 
Amulet of the Planes, 
and a Gem of Brightness (5 charges). 

Characters specifically searching the side of the 
pool with the proverb find the compartment with a 
successful Search check (DC 25).

Concluding the Adventure

Exiting the cemetery through the cave opening (Area 
5.) is the only way the characters can progress further 
into Dead World. 
   By now, the characters have ventured deep into Dead 
World, their sanity stretched thin by the many nameless 
horrors of Mother Grubb’s strange and terrifying 
domain. Yet it is only the tip of the iceberg, for the 
most horrifying encounters and deadliest of its denizens 
are still to come. 
   Through parlay with the Gravecrawler, the characters 
have learned that the secret to Dead World lies with 
the discovery of the five Schisms, but to find them, the 
characters must brave an ancient citadel of the dead 
and defeat its newly arrived masters — Lord Darmes 

and his group — the very heroes the characters were 
sent to rescue, now transformed into horrid undead 
abominations by the Deadening Effect. 
   Only with skill and a lot of luck will the characters 
defeat Darmes, bringing them that much closer to 
solving the puzzle of the Schism and their final 
showdown with Mother Grubb. Will the characters 
triumph and survive? Find out in the next installment of 
the Dead World campaign, “Into The Dead Citadel.”

1 SQ
 = 10ft

The Schism
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Play Game world. A monarchy like this 
might provide for an easy time detailing 
the intricacies of court without having 
to delve into international affairs. Just 
how hard could it be to design the NPC 
nobles, courtesans, servants, heroes and 
villains in a closed world. You’ll have to 
know who is in favor, who opposes both 
openly and secretly, who works for who, 
who is evil, and who is good. You’ll 
need each character element to fill 
certain roles requiring certain resources 
and needs. What is the motivation for 
the Duke of Farmington to kidnap the 
Queen’s favorite valet? Why does the 
Queen favor that valet? What does the 
Queen stand to lose if the plot unfolds to 
her disadvantage? What does she gain? 
Not so simple after all, supposition-
wise, but a picture is forming of how 
complex political issues can become. 
In other cases, it may work out that 
empires, republics, kingdoms, magocra-
cies, or any number of systems could 
dot your landscape and that becomes a 

much more complex mix.
   Choosing what is going to work for your world is para-
mount. It may be that your needs do not require an enormous 
amount of detail or depth. Knowing that King Soandso rules 
a certain patch of the map and that the Empire of Tomelock-
eys is across the realm may only serve as a background. The 
adventurers struggling in the pits of a minotaur maze may 
never be affected by a distant theoretical decision by one rul-
er to make war or enter a trade agreement with another state. 
Still, having even a minute detail as a footnote to your world 
will serve as a bit of flavor and dimension the players might 
be able to use as conversation or a reason to adventure into 
other areas. These details can do nothing but aid in potential 
future adventuring.
   On the other hand, politics may be what you, the DM, use 
to drive your game. In this case, you’ll need a great deal 
more thought and detail. Your political choices will draw 
you into forming plots, national dilemmas, international 
rivalries, who has more power than who, and what a coun-
tries’ stance toward any of the others might be. Adventur-
ing among uncontrollable, outside, detailed forces creates a 
climate in which the players can develop worldly concerns 
about whether their homeland will become embroiled in 
turmoil or if they have a homeland ruled by an authority that 
they are staunchly prideful of. It might evolve in a politically 
driven game that your players will take an interest in estab-
lishing their own power-base and thus affect future politics 
of their region. It might be that the power center for the 
region your player’s characters are subjected to, for a time, 
may be their employer or possibly their nemesis.

“What daring! What outrageousness! What innocence! What 
arrogance!

I salute you.”

-King Osric,
Conan the Barbarian

Certainly it happens in every realm, that ruling bodies notice 
the admirable traits displayed by bold adventurers trundling 
through those sovereign territories. Some, at least, hope so 
while others desperately affect every effort to hide all evi-
dence of their passing.
   I’m sure Conan and his intrepid partners were among the 
later grouping initially and in an instance of extreme poli-
tics, became converts to the proceeding group. I’m sure the 
spilling of gems and gold were adequate faith changers for 
them too.
   The wealth, and power for that matter, wielded by rulers 
can be a very interesting and far reaching element in any 
campaign. The Dungeon Master’s Guide offers a plethora of 
examples and combinations concerning political structures. 
It also goes on to direct readers to look back at our world of 
reality to examine actual politics along with the mechanics 
of real political systems.
   Choosing a political system for an area often extends to 
areas beyond that system’s control. It could be guessed that 
a magical kingdom placed in the middle of an untamed 
wilderness without connection to any other outside realms, 
further filled with high fantasy, could happen in a Role 
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   In your world, you may have few or many different nation 
states. Each government will be different, or as different 
as you choose them to be. A good starting point for decid-
ing the direction of each state is to consider the alignment 
of the power-center. This is not to say that every individual 
in that region espouses a particular alignment but it could 
be said that the alignment choice for your government is 
indicative of the populace. In a lawful neutral power center, 
it should happen that different individuals have differing 
alignmental stances. What conflict do you have if everyone 
can find grounds to agree? Going out further, why shouldn’t 
everyone in a given state be agreeable? Maybe the United 
Federation of Halfling States, a chaotic neutral power center, 
has such a loosely framed governing body because internally 
they don’t need a stringent structure. The only reason they 
have a government at all is for dealing with outside entities 
and protecting their establishment. The example is meant 
to show that there need not be internal conflict within your 

governing states. Changing direction yet again, internal 
conflict is a great arena for running adventures based around 
intrigue and having every official more corrupt than the next 
might lead to the players deciding that revolution is the only 
solution.
   Choosing to create low politicized world for the simplic-
ity of offering your players a clear world understanding is 
a sound decision. Knowing that the good rulers of Realm 
A will aid heroes in times of need might give the players a 
sense of home base. Adding in the spice of a highly politi-
cized world can be a difficult decision but it is one fraught 
with excitement and continuing surprises. Players might be 
left with nothing to rely on but their own wit and the re-
source available to the characters.
   It’s your world. Make it like you want it. Those of us lucky 
enough to play in it will gladly take the offered hoards of 
treasure for rescuing the princess.

Securis writes: I’m a sculptor without any preference for media 
be it stone, clay, paper, found objects, or whatever. I’ve sold a few 
things here and there but I’m not in demand nor am I famous. At 
the moment, I’m an innkeeper with a focus on remodeling and 
maintaining a large 4-storied log cabin on a bluff overlooking the 
Lemhi valley. I’m an art-educator, art teacher if it pleases you, and 
I’ve taken some time away from education to see if that’s what I 
want to do as a steady career. Yep, it is. I’ll be fasttracking myself 
back to that occupation so that by next fall I’ll be swattin the 
kiddies and passin out homework.
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To Jest for a king is to put on a face. Usually a face of 
Comedy, but it could be drama as well. Smart kings 
always have guards with them. Warriors, and spell cast-
ers alike. Savvy kings find more veiled ways to protect 
themselves. This is where the Juggling Jester comes in. 
The Juggling Jester is hopefully perceived as nothing 
more then an entertainer. However, in dire times, the 
Jester can change his act into offensive or defensive 
means.
   Adaptation: With this build, only Bards can take the 
class. Eliminating the Bardic Music ability requirement 
opens it up to Rogue and Monk, and later on to other 
classes as well. Juggling Jesters are ideally unseen 
protectors of kings and nobles. However, any street 
performer could be acting on behalf of the city guard.
’Retired’ Juggling Jesters are usually on the run. They 
could make a good addition to any party, providing 
ranged support both offensively and defensively.

HD: d6

Requirements: In order to qualify to be a Juggling 
Jester a character must fulfill the following criteria.

Skills:
Craft (Alchemy): 10 Ranks
Perform (Act, Juggling): 10 Ranks
Sleight of Hand: 8 Ranks

Feats:
Point Blank Shot
Precise Shot

Special:
Bardic Music 

Class Skills:
The Juggling Jester’s class skills 
(and the key ability for each skill) 
are:
Balance (Dex), Bluff (Cha), Climb 
(Str), Concentration (Con), Craft 
(Int), Disguise (Cha), Escape Art-
ist (Dex), Jump (Str), Knowledge 
(All taken individually) (Int), Listen 
(Wis), Perform (Cha), Profession 
(Wis), Sleight of Hand (Dex), Spot 
(Wis), Swim (Str), Tumble (Dex), 
and Use Magic Device (Dex)

Skill Points at Each level: 6 + Int 
modifier.

Class Features:
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: A 

Juggling Jester gains proficiency with Shurikens, Bolas 
and any other small throwing weapon that the DM 
would allow if he did not have it before.
   Bardic Music: Juggling Jester levels stack with bard 
levels for determining the daily use of Bardic Music 
ability and the value of the bonuses granted by inspire 
courage.
Juggling Act: The Juggling Jester may use a Perform 
(Act: Juggling) instead of an attack roll when using a 
thrown weapon within 30ft of an opponent.
   Quick Draw: At 2nd level, the Juggling Jester gains 
Quick Draw as a bonus feat. He may take another feat 
if he already has Quick Draw.
Splash Expert: At 3rd level, when throwing a weapon 
that creates a splash effect and missing, the Juggling 
Jester can re-roll the d8 to determine the direction of 
the miss. He must keep the second result.
Precise Shot: At 5th level, the Juggling Jester gains 
Precise Shot as a bonus feat. He may take another feat 
if he already has Precise Shot. The benefit of this feat 
only applies to thrown weapons.
   Juggling Performance: At 6th level, the Juggling 
Jester’s Juggling Act amazes and confuses the opposi-
tion. When using Perform (Act: Juggling) instead of an 
attack roll via the Juggling Act ability, he gains +8 to 
all rolls opposing Sunder checks and opposing Disarm 
checks.

Juggling Jester
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Level	 	 Base	 	 Fort	 	 Reflex		 Will	 	 	 Special
  Attack  Save  Save  Save  
1  +0  +0  +2  +2            Bardic Music, Juggling Act
2  +1  +0  +3  +3   Quick Draw
3  +2  +1  +3  +3   Splash Expert
4  +3  +1  +4  +4 
5  +3  +1  +4  +4   Precise Shot
6  +4  +2  +5  +5   Juggling Performance
7  +5  +2  +5  +5   Intercept Projectiles
8  +6  +2  +6  +6   Provoking Performance

9  +6  +3  +6  +6   Cha +2

10  +7  +3  +7  +7   Awe Performance

Intercept Projectiles: At 7th level, the Juggling Jester 
can throw his weapons to deflect projectiles coming at 
him and allies. As a full round action, the Juggling Jest-
er can attempt a DC 15 Ref save to deflect (rendering 
harmless) any projectiles thrown at him, or allies within 
30ft, until the beginning of his next turn. The Juggling 
Jester must have something available to throw at the 
projectile to intercept it. Massive ranged weapons, such 
as boulders hurled by giants, can not be deflected. Any 
ranged magical attacks that are intercepted are cast on 
the object instead.
   Provoking Performance: At 8th level, a Juggling 
Jester with 18 or more ranks in Perform (Act: Juggling) 
routinely baffles opposition, to the point of frustration. 
As a standard action, that does not provoke an attack 
of opportunity, you can attempt to provoke an oppo-
nent to focus on you. The target gets a Will Save + Cha 
Modifier vs. The Juggling Jester’s Perform (Act: Jug-
gling) check. If the target fails his save, he must make 
whatever ‘normal’ attack he can against you (a normal 
attack is a Fighter attacking, a wizard casting a spell 
etc.), and only you for 1 + The Juggling Jester’s Cha 
Modifier rounds. This is a mind-effecting ability and 
the target must have a clear line of site to you and an 
Int of 3 or higher.
Cha +2: At 9th level, the Juggling Jester gains +2 to its 
Charisma score. This is just an ability score increase as 
if the Juggling Jester gained a level.
   Awe Performance: At 10th level, a Juggling Jester 
with 20 ranks in Perform (Act: Juggling) can invoke 
an Inspire Courage simultaneously with Juggling Act, 
Juggling Performance or Provoking Performance by 
expending one of his daily uses of Bardic Music.
Expand the range on Juggling Act to 60ft.

Juggling Jester Lore

Characters with Knowledge (Nobility and Royalty) can 
research a Juggling Jester to learn more about it. For a 
‘Retired’ Juggling Jester, you can use Knowledge (Lo-
cal) instead. When the player makes the check, read the 
following information including the lower DC.
DC 10: Kings and nobles sometimes train the Jesters 
with combat abilities.
DC 15: There are a group of Jesters formally trained in 
offensive capabilities, including thrown weapons. They 
are known as Juggling Jesters.
DC 20: Juggling Jesters are amazing with thrown 
weapons. They have the uncanny ability to avoid harm-
ing allies when throwing into melee.
DC 25: A Juggling Jester also has defensive capabili-
ties including intercepting well placed shots, and pro-
voking opponents into attacking him or her.
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This creature’s body is covered in rough scales and scattered spines, while it’s head holds a wide mouth filled with jagged teeth. Its 
skin is mottled brown and grey, devoid of hair. Its eyes are small and glossy, like snakes. Its claws are long and dig into the ground 
as it walks, and its tail long and serpentine.

The Lupine Drake is a gigantic, but stupid, animal. It is dangerous only if provoked to attack, though it doesn’t take much because 
it is incredibly territorial. In fact, the only time the Lupine Drake even allows another creature to be near itself is during it’s mat-
ing season. Even then, it only allows another Lupine Drake of the opposite gender near.
   It lives in warm forests most of its life, though during mating season moves to warm marshes where they raise their young. They 
live in shallow caves for the most part, and are sometimes thought to be dragons at first glance. But their lack of intelligence and 
organization quickly shows them to be simply large stupid beasts.
   But they are not to be taken lightly. They have the ability to grab and subsequently swallow an adventurer if it manages to get a 
hold of them. But, luckily, the only time they can do that is when they stand on their hind legs. They are only able to stand on their 
hind legs at short bursts (1d4+dex rounds) and must wait a significant time before they can do so again (1d8+con rounds).
   When on their hind legs, they can attack only with their claw attacks. On all fours, they can attack with a vicious bite and a slap 
from its tail. When on all fours, it stands sixteen feet tall and fifteen feet from head to tail. When it stands on it’s hind legs, it is a 
full thirty-two feet tall.

LUPINE DRAKE

Huge Reptilian Magical Beast
Hit Dice: 8d10+40 (84 hp)
Initiative: +2
Speed: 30 ft. (when bipedal), 60 ft. (when quadrape-
dal)
Armour Class: 23 (+2 Dex., +13 natural armour, -2 
size), 
10 touch, 21 flat-footed.
Base Attack/Grapple: +8/+16
Attack (When bipedal): 2 claws +6 (1d8+8)
Attack (When quadrapedal): Bite +6 (2d6+8)
Full Attack (When bipedal): 2 claws +6 (1d8+8) 
or tail slap (2d6+8)
Full Attack (When quadrapedal): Bite +6 (2d6+8)
Space/Reach: 15 ft. (3x3)/15 ft. (when bipedal), 
10 ft. (when quadrapedal)
Special Attacks: Swallow Whole, Improved Grab, 
Rend
Special Qualities: Darkvision (60 ft.), Low-light vi-
sion, 
Proficient with natural weapons only, proficient with 
no armour, 
spell resistance 21, Damage Reduction 10/bludgeon-
ing.
Saves: Fort +20, Ref +19, Will. +19
Abilities: Str 26, Dex 14, Con 20, Int 8, Wis 8, Cha 
10
Skills: Climb +12*, Swim +13*
Feats: Snatch, Lightning Reflexes, Athletic
Environment: Warm Forests or Marshes
Organization: Solitary or pair with 1-2 pups.
Treasure: None
Alignment: Usually Evil
Advancement: None
CR: 10
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A long time ago a Bard who had once thrived on the 
magics in his songs discovered a power that could only 
be present in silence. He found that motions infused 
with magic and deprived of sound had a power oth-
erwise unknown to the world. Thus, the first Arcane 
Mime was born.
Arcane Mimes consort with bards, jugglers, jesters and 
clowns. They practice their art in the highest castles 
for the greatest of kings, as well as the lowliest street 
corners for the poorest of wretches. They are a mysteri-
ous folk who rarely ever speak, and then only say a few 
words. Wizards attempt to study their power, but never 
learn the secrets that the Arcane Mimes hold so closely. 
They form shapes with their hands that add physical 
barriers and weight to what would otherwise be noth-
ing but plain air. Crowds have gathered in awe as an 
Arcane Mime climbs a nonexistent rope into the sky, or 
blocks someone’s path simply by waving their hands 
through the air.
   Displays of their power are often accompanied by 

acts of comedy, such as a hand put to their 
mouth to cover up their silent laughs. Be-
cause their power is misunderstood and 
often mocking of a selected person, many 
claim that the “street urchins are up to great 
mischief,” but rarely can substantiate their 
claims. Most Arcane Mines use their power 
purely as a tool to gain coin by entertaining 
a crowd, but some apply their gifts to mar-
tial purposes. These Mimes are rarely seen 
by any but their allies and victims, the latter 
of which don’t often live to tell of them.
   They come from any race and background, 
their power in silence translates to any lan-
guage, because it translates to no language at 
all. Some come across their powers on their 
own, while others have to have their powers 
wrenched to the surface by one who already 
practices the art.
Arcane Mimes keep to themselves but have 
been known to make friends and even travel 
with those outside their own ilk. They gener-
ally get along well with bards, rogues, and 
sorcerers, but are always leery of wizards, 
who they suspect would try to steal the se-
crets of their power (and are correct in that, 
for the most part). The only thing that is sure 
about these peculiar practitioners of magic is 
that they’re sure to give a spectacular show, 
and almost as sure to stir up trouble wher-
ever they perform.

In Forgotten Realms

Arcane Mimes have little to no organization and are 
extremely rare. They are so rare that few citizens of 
Faerun have been privileged enough to see them per-
form. They appear almost at random and are nigh 
impossible to track down, though kings and rulers have 
occasional success. They learn their craft from an older, 
more experienced practitioner until they’ve developed 
enough skill to go on their own and begin their own 
career in the particular craft of their entertainment.

In Eberron

The Order of the White Hand is a secret society of 
Arcane Mimes in Eberron. Their services are hired out 
by the rich and powerful to serve as entertainers, spies, 
and occasionally a diplomat via presence of a threat. 

Arcane Mime
New Class by Orcbane   Artwork by LadyofHats
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Members of the order are free to go about their own 
paths, but take turns fulfilling the requests of the Or-
der. Anytime the Order learns of someone displaying 
their unique sort of power, they send agents to take the 
fresh practitioner and force them to join the Order and 
abide by their rules. There are three main dangers pres-
ent when dealing with the Order of the White Hand: 
suspicion of being a wizard’s spy, refusal to abide by 
their rules, and attempting to hire their services without 
knowing the proper way of doing such. All three of-
fenses usually result in violent retribution or death.

Hit Die: D6

Requirements:
Ability to cast 3rd level arcane spells
Silent Spell feat
8 ranks in Perform: Mime

Class Skills:
Bluff (Cha), Climb (Str), Concentration (Con), Craft 
(Int), Intimidate (Cha), Jump (Str), Knowledge (arcana) 
(Int), Perform (Cha), Profession (Wis), Sense Motive 
(Wis), Sleight of Hand (Dex), and Spellcraft (Int).

Skill points at each level: 4 + Int Modifier.

Class Features:
Weapon and Armor Proficiencies: Arcane Mimes gain 
no proficiency with any weapon or armor.
   Mime: Arcane Mimes can cause shapes to take phys-
ical (but not visual) form to those who see them mak-
ing the shape. Only those who see you make the shape 
and those who see the shape’s presence are affected (If 
you shape a club and hit someone who saw you shape 
it, they will feel the hit and take 1d6 damage. If they 
didn’t see you shape it, they don’t feel a thing and take 
no damage, unless they’ve seen the shape inflict dam-
age on someone else).
   Mimed shapes will remain tangible for a num-
ber of rounds equal to the Arcane Mime’s Charisma 
Modifier(if positive) + his levels of Arcane Mime (A 
3rd Level Arcane Mime with a Cha score of 15 can 
make shapes last for five rounds). At the end of this 
duration, the shape dissolves and cannot affect anything 
further (though the effects it had while it existed still 
remain). The Arcane Mime can dissolve a shape before 
its full duration by spending one of his Mime uses/day 
and then using a part of his body to break the boundary 
of the shape, at which point it is dissolved.
   The Arcane Mime can bring about a number of 
shapes per day equal to 3 plus His Arcane Mime level.
An Arcane Mime’s power comes from a mysterious 
source. They rely on sight and silence in order to make 
their shapes. Shapes hold no effect on those who do 

Level	 	 Base	 	 Fort	 	 Reflex		 Will	 	 Special
  Attack  Save  Save  Save  
1  +0  +0  +0  +2  Mime (Simple)
2  +1  +0  +0  +3  +1 level of existing 
          arcane spellcasting class
3  +1  +1  +1  +3  Greater Silent Spell
4  +2  +1  +1  +4  +1 level of existing 
          arcane spellcasting class
5  +2  +1  +1  +4  Mime (Standard)  
6  +3  +2  +2  +5  +1 level of existing 
          arcane spellcasting class
7	 	 +3	 	 +2	 	 +2	 	 +5	 	 Exotic	Weapon	Proficiency
8  +4  +2  +2  +6  +1 level of existing 
          arcane spellcasting class
9  +4  +3  +3  +6  Mime (Complex)
10  +5  +3  +3  +7  Greater Mime, +1 level of   
          existing arcane spellcasting class
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not see it shaped or see someone else interact with the 
shape. As a result, blind beings are not affected by Ar-
cane Mime’s shapes (such as monsters without sight or 
characters affected by a Blindness Spell). Because the 
power also comes from the power of silence, the Ar-
cane Mime must not speak if he wishes for the power 
to take shape. If an Arcane Mime speaks, all shapes are 
immediately dissolved. The Mime loses all uses of the 
Mime ability until the next day, after he has rested for 8 
hours, when he replenishes his spells and mime uses.
   Because the Arcane Mime’s power is derived from 
their own silence only creatures who can perceive 
silence can be affected by the Mime’s magic. Creatures 
with no sense of hearing or those affected by the Deaf-
ness spell are immune to the mime ability and move 
through the mimed shapes as if they did not exist. The 
Arcane Mime can use his power while under the effect 
of a Silence spell, since there is no need for a Verbal 
component.
   The Arcane Mime’s powers have puzzled theologists 
and wizards alike. Many have attempted to uncover 
the secrets of their power. Unfortunately, the Arcane 
Mimes themselves are unwilling to speak about the 
subject outside of their own kind. Those who com-
municate their knowledge concerning the power will 
receive treatment similar to what a Druid might expect 
for teaching their language to an outsider.
   Mime (Simple): The Arcane Mime can bring into 
form any of the following shapes:

•   Any simple melee weapon which they are proficient 
with.
•   Any light shield they are proficient with (giving the 
wearer the appropriate armor bonus to AC).
•   Any suit of light armor they are proficient with (giv-
ing the wearer the appropriate armor bonus to AC).
•   A box, which can contain any diminutive, inanimate 
object. The box is approximately 1’ cubed.
•   A 5’ by 5’ wall.

   Using this ability requires the use of a Move Action, 
and draws an Attack of Opportunity.
   The Arcane Mime can now have a single shape active 
at any given time.
   Greater Silent Spell: As the Silent Spell feat, but 
casts the spell using its normal spell slot, instead of an 
increased spell slot.
   Mime (Standard): The Arcane Mime can bring into 
form any of the following shapes:

•   Any simple ranged weapon which they are proficient 

with.
•   Any martial weapon which they are proficient with.
•   Any heavy shield they are proficient with (giving the 
wearer the appropriate armor bonus to AC).
•   Any suit of medium armor they are proficient with 
(giving the wearer the appropriate armor bonus to AC).
•   A box, which can contain any Tiny, inanimate object. 
The box is approximately 3’ cubed.
•   A 5’ by 10’ wall.
•   A set of stairs that can be climbed easily up to 10’ up

   Using this ability requires the use of a Standard Ac-
tion, and draws an Attack of Opportunity.
   The Arcane Mime can now have two shapes active at 
any given time.
			Exotic	Weapon	Proficiency: The Arcane Mime
   Mime (Complex): The Arcane Mime can bring into 
form any of the following shapes:

•   Any exotic weapon(and wield it as if proficient, 
whether or not they actually are).
•   A Tower Shield, as long as they are proficient with 
its use (giving the wearer the appropriate armor bonus 
to AC)
•   Any suit of heavy armor they are proficient with 
(giving the wearer the appropriate armor bonus to AC)
•   A box, which can contain any Small, inanimate ob-
ject. The box is approximately 5’ cubed.
•   A 5’ by 20’ wall (or other height by width denomina-
tions)
•   A set of stairs that can be climbed easily up to 30’ up
•   A rope that acts as a Rope of Climbing
   Using this ability requires the use of a Full Round 
Action and draws an Attack of Opportunity.
   The Arcane Mime can now have three shapes active 
at any given time.
   Greater Mime: The Arcane Mime can bring about 2 
extra shapes a day, each shape 1 minute/Arcane Mime 
level.
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Campaign Codex: The Magister, part 2
Morgan gave a start at the tap on his shoulder, and 
turned to find the strange, azure dressed thief staring 
back at him with glowing eyes. All in all, the younger 
man seemed agitated, though his voice didn’t waver. 
“We need to talk. Now.” Of all the things Morgan had 
expected of the would-be thief, a demand to speak had 
probably been the least likely. Well, my room will be 
best; if he tries anything, I can use my magic without 
fear of an audience.
   “Alright then,” was his reply. “We’ll go to my room; 
no need for you to break in, either. I’ll let you in my-
self.” Casting a glance at the mess hall, Morgan ges-
tures for the thief to lead the way, then falls in behind 
him. The man started grumbling about that, but his 
words were incomprehensible. Furtively watching for 
any of the northerners, Morgan ushers the thief into his 
room before shutting the door. “Talk.”
   The man twitched when the door shut, and sweat 
beaded on his forehead. “Could we talk somewhere 
else? This room makes me . . . uncomfortable.”
   Morgan couldn’t help but grin; the suggestion had 
taken hold, it seemed. Firmly blocking the door, he 
says, “I cast a spell to prevent you from breaking in 
again. I only said, however, that you weren’t to break 
into it. You aren’t disobeying because I invited you in.” 
The man visibly relaxed. “Now, what is it you want?”
   Drawing himself up, the thief reached into his vest 
and took out a letter. “What I want is information.” 
Pushing the parchment into Morgan’s hands, the thief 
took to looking around the room. Unfolding the letter, 
Morgan smoothed it out over the bed before reading it:
   I have heard of your exploits, sir, and must say that 
I am very impressed. I am aware of the hatred your 
efforts bring, and can assure you that I have the power 
to make all of that stop. I am mourning the loss of my 
daughter, who was just recently murdered. Because of 
the laws of this land, the police require an extensive 
investigation to determine the culprit, but I am already 
convinced of who is responsible. I am unable to take 
actions against this man, so I plea that you put an end 
to this villain. He is a wizard, and goes by the name of 
Morgan Stoddard.
   He has only recently taken up residence here in 
Calimport; I can only assume he was on the run from 
previous misdoings in his former home. I’m not sure 
how you work, so I can only offer you a handsome 
reward for your efforts. All that I care about is that 

my daughter’s murder is avenged. If you accept this 
task, enclosed is a description of the man and a board-
ing pass for The Salty Maiden, a ship which Morgan 
has booked passage on, to escape, no doubt. The ship 
leaves on the morrow. A sum of 10,000 gold pieces will 
be paid with proof of his death. Please, help me, and 
help my daughter.
   The name Baron Azmed was scrawled at the bottom, 
along with a description of himself. Clearly, the name 
was fake; used to hide the identity of whoever was try-
ing to kill him. The would-be assassin across the room 
seemed to notice the pause in Morgan’s reading, be-
cause he immediately began talking.
   “Well? What do you make of it? It’s fairly obvious 
to me that my talent was hired not for thief-catching 
but assassination—” Morgan just had to smile at that, 
“and that neither of us was suppose to make it off of 
this ship. So. Who did you annoy to the point of hiring 
me and getting me mixed up in this bloody affair?” The 
irregular, impatient tap of the assassin’s foot intruded 
on Morgan’s thoughts, but he answered with as much 
mystery as could be mustered.
   “Unlike you, I do not divulge my secrets to everyone 
who asks. You’re not a very competent assassin, so I 
really don’t see why anyone would want to hire you 
in the first place. What was that in the mess hall? You 
might as well have shouted ‘Clandestine meeting hap-
pening over here!’ for all the good you did. I’ll have 
you know that there’s a group of northerners on this 
ship that have been watching me, and you just waved 
your hand right in their faces.” Morgan sighed; this 
whole business was getting messier, and this assas-
sin was just as tangled in it as himself, and likely even 
more confused. Stating the thought aloud, Morgan 
continued.
   “I was in retirement when I received a letter from an 
important and valued friend, asking me to meet her in 
the Chult. I don’t know about ‘fleeing justice’; I hopped 
the first ship out of Calimport. Someone else, or two 
others, if the northerners really are following me, must 
have some vendetta against me. Did you happened 
to meet this Baron, or are letters your usual mode of 
taking jobs?” The final word had a distinctly negative 
turn to it; murder-for-hire left a bad taste in Morgan’s 
mouth.
   The thief’s mouth opened slightly at the comment, 
and his jaw worked furiously to find words. When they 
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came, it was apparent he was insulted in some way. 
“Assassin? I am not an assassin. I am a thief-catcher. 
I. Catch. Thieves. If it had been up to me, you would 
have been in manacles by now, and turned over to 
the bumbling idiots people call guards. But someone 
wanted you dead, and still wants you dead. As for the 
picking of the lock, you can’t expect me to have run 
you through as soon as I clapped eyes on you; you 
needed to be questioned, and determined guilty. Execu-
tion without trial is unlawful.” As if he were the epito-
me of the law-abiding civilian, Morgan thought. “These 
northerners you speak of don’t matter a lick; if they try 
anything funny they’ll be taken care of. Now. I’ve told 
you my business. I’d like to know more about yours.”
   Morgan waved the folded letter in the man’s face. 
“Did you actually read this thing, Mr. I–Catch–
Thieves? ‘I plea that you put an end to this villain.’ 
How could you mistake this for anything other than, 
‘I’ll pay you to kill this guy?’” Handing the letter back, 
Morgan sighed. “The first thing we need to do is as-
sess the northerner threat. After that my friend should 
be able to clear things up.” Rubbing his eyes with his 
palms, Morgan glanced at the port hole. The light was 
waning quickly now, the last rays of the sun gleaming 
painfully off the rolling sea. In the hall, a crew member 
shouted that everyone return to their quarters for the 
night.
   With no remark forthcoming from the thief, Morgan 
said, “I can’t think of a good way to find out these 
northerners, so I’m going to go back to the mess hall 
and grab a bite to eat. I can make you invisible for long 
enough to get there and back; all you have to do is look 
out for anyone with an unusually keen interest in me. 
By the way, what’s your name? I can’t go around call-

About The Codex:
Due to a number of factors, including, primarily, real-life complications and my own ten-
dency towards procrastination, this issue’s continuation of the Campaign Codex shall be just 
that: a continuation. The following transcript is from the same game as that used in the first 
running of this article, and takes place shortly after that one ends. For those not in the know, 
this game is “The Magister”, DMed by Sorrin and populated by a growing number of play-
ers. Once again, I encourage readers to post game suggestions for this article in the Letters to 
the Editor forum located in the General Discussion thread of DnDonlinegames. I only got two 
suggestions after the last one. Well, I told you last time I wouldn’t be quite so long winded 
this time, so ... there you go.

                 -Saros

ing you ‘assassin’ or ‘thief-catcher’ or ‘hey, you’ all the 
time.”
   “You can call me Banund. As for the invisibility, sure, 
though I see no threats.”
   Casting the spell on Banund, Morgan hurried out of 
the room and towards the mess hall, the soft pad of 
unseen feet assuring him that the thief-catcher was fol-
lowing. One of the crew appeared about to object at his 
rush through the hall, but a few words stifled the man, 
sending him shrinking abashedly back to his duties. 
Working his way through the stream of people head-
ing back to their rooms, Morgan caught sight of one 
man who was not moving; one of the northerners, the 
man stood guard outside a door, still as stone, with a 
hand resting on his sword hilt. The man’s gaze latched 
onto Morgan, but at that moment the women of their 
group approached. Passing by her, he caught the scent 
of spring-time flowers. The woman gave him a warm 
smile before disappearing into the room.
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   How long have you been playing DnD? How did you 
get started playing DnD?
   I got ahold of my fathers AD&D 2nd edition player’s 
guide and fell in love... er, really was captured by it. Who 
falls in love with a book? No one, that’s who.
   However, it did capture me in how personable it was, in 
how it tried to directly engage the reader’s imagination... 
something that I miss about the style of second edition...

   What other RPG systems do you play?
   Exalted. I love that system like a love pie.
   I’ve played Shadowrun, GURPS, Cyberpunk (never 
again), Cthulu (d20), Starwars (d20), d20 Modern, Mage, 
and probably others that I can’t remember.

   What keeps you coming back for more DnD?
   ... I’m a sad, sad man with no life.
Actually, I like the mythology, the creativeness, the general 
capacity for interaction. It’s a fun game with some social 
complexities that make it pretty tremendous. I watch film, 
and it isn’t the same. I play video games, and it isn’t the 
same. I read books and it isn’t the same. It’s a unique en-
deavor, and I appreciate it’s capacity for such.

   When in character creation, what determines what 
you’ll choose for class and race?
   Whether or not the race is human and whether or not the 

class is bard...
   While that is a touch of an oversim-
plification, I find that the race of a char-
acter has to be something that I can at 
least moderately relate to. How do I get 
into the head of a character who has al-
ready lived for a hundred years and will 
go on to live another three hundred? 
I’m in my early twenties, for chrissake; 
there’s just too much involved in such 
that goes beyond my capacity to relate 
to and requires a mindset that is *to-
tally* alien to my own. As such, I play 
humans almost exclusively.
   The class was mostly a joke; I’ll play 
anything, but I prefer to play jacks of 
all trades with a slight focus on one 
aspect over another. This is usually 
achieved through some very specific 
multi-classing combined with the rogue 
or bard classes. I love me some skill 
points...

   Ever have any problem DMs or fel-
low players that caused you to leave 
a game?
   The only problem I’ve had is with 
people dropping out. Conflict doesn’t 
bother me so much. I mean, what? You 

gonna punch me over your cable connection? I think not.

   How many DnD books do you own?
   Too many.

   How many dice do you own?
   Way too many.

   Do you play any DnD PC Games?
   Yep. I’m a tool like that.
Planescape: Torment was the best computer game ever 
made, so I don’t feel too bad about it.

   What style of play do you most enjoy (RP- or Combat-
heavy)?
   They both have their place, and truth be told a combat 
heavy game can be very RP heavy, so long as there are rea-
son to fight the battles. Even if he fights because he likes the 
taste of blood and flesh, that’s role-playing.    
   If she fights because she wants the gold, that’s role-
playing. If he fights because he wants to be remembered in 
the tales of his people as the greatest warrior to have ever 
walked the lands, that’s role-playing. If she fights because 
she’s just trying to survive, that’s role-playing.
   If a game were to develop where there was none of that, 
then count me out.

Featured Player: 
loki_ragnarock
Interview by Orcbane   Artwork by LadyofHats

Orcbane's Picks
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   What books, authors, movies, or other outlets of fan-
tasy	have	most	influenced	your	personal	gaming	style?
   Terry Pratchett is, perhaps, the greatest writer to ever make 
words form sentences. I wish I could emulate him, but he’s 
far, far, far, far, far, etc beyond my league. Glen Cook has 
that gritty, edgy feel that I love, oh, so much. The 13th War-
rior is, perhaps, the greatest D&D film ever made by anyone, 
even if it is totally unaffiliated.

   Which of your own characters are you most proud of?
   The character of which I’m most proud is probably Owyn, 
an absolutely insane (censored) that I loved playing. Alas, 
this character never saw the light of day online, but it was 
one hell of a good game. Ian, if you’re reading this, I salute 
you.

   What makes this character so special?
   He was insane. It was a defense mechanism to deal with 
the intense trauma of his childhood and the constant anger 
he kept (mostly) hidden away. He was brutal and mean and 
eight kinds of aggressive, but in gentler moments kind and 
forgiving; he is likely, in his internal workings, the most 
complex character I’ve ever played. He was also very, very 
good at killing things.

   What’s your favorite campaign setting?
   Planescape. Why limit yourself, you know?

   What’s your favorite sourcebook?
   Currently, my 2nd edition Planescape Box Set. It makes 
me smile.

   What’s your favorite class?
   Bard. Why limit yourself, you know?

   What’s your favorite race?
   Human. Because I’m not really that good a role-player. 
(And that bonus feat freaking rocks!)

   What’s your favorite weapon?
   Longsword.
   What’s your favorite spell?
   Forcecage. No spell resistance, no saving throw, no attack 
roll, instant subdual.

   What’s your most hated race?
   I like half orcs, but detest their mechanical treatment. I like 
dwarves, but equally detest their mechanical treatment, but 
in the other direction.
But I really, really hate warforged.

   What’s your most hated monster?
   Tough question, and I don’t have the book on hand to an-
swer it. In the Fiend Folio there was a dog type monster that 
was CR = X, where X was a moderately low number. After 

finding that not all my players were showing up that night, 
I on the fly substituted them in, seeing as how they were the 
correct CR for the reduced party.
   They slaughtered the (censored) out of my players. They 
had some sort of shadow form that, for tens of turns, made 
them immune to everything that a party of CR=X should 
have been able to throw at them. We’re talking damage 
reduction of fifty, amongst a slew of other abilities.
   As far as I can figure, they were designed to be a moderate 
challenge to a party of double the rating that also screwed 
said party in the xp department. NOT GOOD MONSTER 
DESIGN!

   What’s your most hated skill?
   Most of the one’s I really disliked were melded into others 
with the advent of 3.5. Mechanically, I’m rather unfond of 
both Tumble and Diplomacy. Tumble because, in addition 
to the crap load of mechanical benefits it imparts, it runs 
roughshod over the perform skill, and that pisses me off. 
Diplomacy is a quagmire, as most everyone has taken the 
time to realize.

non-DnD

   What kind of career do you have?
   I’m a student. I’m also an actor.
Yes, I realized you asked about a career, but you can stop 
giggling now.
   What kind of music do you listen to?
All kinds and shapes, with the qualifier that it must be 
good... or at least tolerable.

   Batman or Superman?
   They are overrated. Make mine a Cyclops; say what you 
want, I like the guy.

   Pirates or Ninjas?
   Pirates. Every. Time.

   loki_ragnarock or everyone else?
   It’d be awful lonely all by myself... then again, I’d rather 
be lonely than dead. Bring it on!

   What made you choose loki_ragnarock as your screen 
name?
   Because ‘loki’ is usually taken.

   Can you please describe what “axesome” means?
   It’s a subtle combination of badass, awesome, and the 
word axe. Beyond that, the only living example is probably 
Medesha.

   Are there any axesome people on this board?
   Yep. Medesha, mostly.
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TD DM  erondor
                 

   How long have you been DMing?
   Well, I started playing when I was about <mumble> and 
we took turns DMing back then, so I guess you could say on 
and off for twenty five years.

   How many campaigns have you run?
   I guess this depends on what you mean by campaign. 
Games with a more or less consistent set of characters be-
tween adventures, probably eight, maybe nine. If you mean 
‘how many worlds have you made and actually managed 
to keep a group playing in, then it would be about half that. 
The Sea of Fallen Gods setting in particular has hosted both 
PbP D&D (1st edition) and RuneQuest characters (FtF) ses-
sions before it’s current incarnation. Each time I get to add a 
little more, and change things around.

			Describe	the	first	campaign	you	ever	ran.
   The first full campaign/world I ran from scratch was run 
using AD&D rules. It focused on the Law vs Chaos theme 
rather than Good vs Evil. It was a school group, we would 
play each lunch time, and then get together on Sunday after-
noons for a long session. The Law/Chaos axis was probably 
a result of too much Michael Morcock, and the low magic 
setting (a bit of a theme for me) heavily influenced by Ste-
phen Donaldson, in that magic was being rediscovered.

   Describe the best campaign you’ve ever ran.
   I really like the Gemoon setting (the world of the Sea of 
Fallen Gods). It has a significant amount of history, includ-
ing even one or two of the Gods from that very first attempt 
at a full campaign world. I like how magic in it has evolved 
through the different game systems that have been played 
within it.
   I guess looking back, it started in the early 90s with the 
group of flatmates (I guess in the US you would call them 
roommates, but that seems an odd name for someone you 
don’t actually share a bedroom with). We were keen on 
RuneQuest at the time (mechanically I still think 2nd edition 
RuneQuest is one of the best systems I’ve ever played in 
terms of character advancement). I threw together the start-
ing bits of the world, and things went from there.

   Describe the worst campaign you’ve ever ran.
   Sad to say, but there have been a few. Maybe not the cam-
paigns themselves, but when one tries to take a pre-packaged 
adventure, and work it in into an existing game world, that 
can lead to unfortunate inconsistencies.
   Taking over a party from another DM is probably the hard-

est thing to do. I’ve done it a couple of times, the first time 
with the school group I mentioned above. We started with 
the old characters we had been playing for several years, but 
they were too high level and my experience as a DM was 
not really good enough. Monty Hall City.

   Do you lean towards RP-heavy or Combat-heavy cam-
paigns?
   I like world design the best, so I’d have to say RP-heavy. 
Especially in PbP when a combat can last for days or weeks, 
the incentive to encourage RP is much higher.

   What was your favourite villain that you’ve ever set up 
against your PCs?
   In the school group one of the characters was a cavalier. 
Back then you could also roll to see what your parentage 
was, and he got unlucky and was illegitimate. The villain 
in question was Sir Harold’s half brother, who kept turning 
up and humiliating the poor knight. I think they did get rid 
of him eventually (or rather saved his lawful-good rear end 
from some horrible fate) after which he was less interesting. 
He did last for a lot of levels though.

   What RPG systems and/or Campaign Settings have 
you used?Which are your favorites?
   If it is out there, or was in the 80/90s I’ve probably played 
it. Basic D&D, AD&D, AD&D 2nd edition, D&D3.0 and 
3.5; Rune Quest (first and second edition); Call of Cthulu 
(no, I’m not going to spell that correctly, the great old ones 
really are everywhere); Role Master (wonderful for detail, 
but combat takes forever); Tunnels and Trolls (no, really!); 
After Math; Gamma World; Space Opera; Almost certainly 
several others.
   As for favourites.. I love D&D 3.5, it is reasonably simple 
and clean mechanically. I’ve not so keen on a lot of the extra 
splat books (Complete X; Races of Y; etc);
   I played and enjoyed Role Master for many years (mostly 
when 2nd edition AD&D really wasn’t doing it for me), 
but that was probably more down to the delightful DM my 
group had. As I mention above, I think the character advanc-
ing mechanics of 2nd edition Rune Quest are possibly the 
best I’ve used for smooth and sensible character improve-
ment.

   If your PCs entered a room which then magically/me-
chanically locked them inside, what would most likely 
happen to them next?
   While I’m tempted to insert a cut scene from Star Wars 
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here, I’ll just say that if they got into that position it was 
probably because the BBEG wants them there. Either he is 
going to humiliate them in some way (I’m a cruel DM) or he 
has a better use for advancing his own plans by using them. 
Perhaps other forces that are pressing on him will be dis-
tracted by a rescue attempt, and that is more helpful to him 
now than knowing they won’t be coming after him tomor-
row.

   Tell us a bit about Sea of Fallen Gods.
   Unfortunately, it is a bit of a misnomer as far as games go. 
The characters haven’t been anywhere near the sea since the 
start of Chapter 3, and not really done any IC sailing since 
way back in Chapter 1.
   The game started with a Paladin on a Quest. Due to 
unfortunate events, that quest never completed. Maybe one 
day the current party will make it back to Adford and have 
another hack at it, or maybe not.
   The last four chapters have seen the characters heading 
from the northern shores of the Sea through the lands of 
the Barbaric Kari folk. Luckily, the Kari seem to be spend-
ing more time feuding with themselves, than they do caus-
ing problems for little southern folk. The primary group is 
currently busy trying to placate three river spirits before 
the spring melt floods a river. The second group is trying to 
find the first one for various reasons (including a reward for 
some of the characters who were involved in a rescue back 
in Chapter five).

   How did you go about creating the setting?
   Different bits have been developed at different times. In 
general, I wanted to go with a somewhat Greek look at the 
history of the gods. 

   Greek? 
   Well, in Greek myths we start with the Titans, who are 
replaced by the gods, with the implication that normal men 
will one day replace even the gods of Olympus. In Gemoon 
there have been several generations of godly beings. Not 
wanting to spoil it too much, as little of this lore is on the 
site, but a few characters with enough ranks in religion have 
pieced out a bit of it.
   I wanted a world where religion mattered. I think reli-
gion is one of the great under utilized aspects of Fantasy. 
Given the presence of very powerful, highly knowledgeable 
creatures - surely they must have a significant effect on the 
world. Why is it that gods of good can let evil run in the 
world? Or for that matter why is evil checked at all if there 
are evil powers to balance those of good?
   Other aspects revolve around knowledge skills. I wanted 
players whose characters invested in knowledge skills to 
get something in return for that. For a while I was giving 

this out in PMs and private threads. Most of it is now in the 
world threads, but I really should start doing this again.

   How long have you been working on it?
   The setting as such, probably on and off since the early 
90s. Bits of it have come from earlier. It’s been a very patchy 
process. One of my reasons for starting the game on this site 
was that I wanted to do some more work on it, and having 
players in the world would be an incentive to do that.

   What was your favourite part about building it?
   I love maps. Starting with a map, and working from there 
works for me quite well. Then, when you realize you need 
something totally different from what you are doing at the 
moment, it is just a matter of finding a piece of blank canvas 
– and already you can see how/where it will be interacting 
with other areas/cultures/environments.
   I guess I like history, too. Doing a back story for the world, 
and developing it a bit so that there is a slightly greater sense 
of depth.
Maybe I’m just a frustrated Geographer.

			What	was	the	most	difficult	part	about	building	it?
   Conflict. Conflict and gods. I don’t like conflict. Yet 
conflict is the basic driving force of history; much though, 
those involved might wish otherwise. Yet, here we have a 
world where the very gods themselves can take a direct hand 
if necessary. Spells and magic can determine truth from lie, 
and even probe motivations. How can conflict rise above 
reason when there is a level playing field?
   The gods themselves (and in particular their predecessors, 
The Fallen) are the only obvious place for this to come from. 
But why?
   I also wanted to stray from the standard fantasy races. 
They are a little clichéd, and come with a lot of stereotypes 
that are not necessarily appropriate.
   That said, I’ve introduced my own versions in some areas. 
We don’t have half-orcs, but there are the beastblooded. 
They fit the same evolutionary niche as the half-orc, but fit 
a bit better into the world. Then there are the Stoneborn, 
which are as heavily based on the Nordic dwarf as a master 
crafter combined with a local element of spiritual mystery. 
Where do they come from anyway?

			What	kind	of	character	would	you	find	most	refreshing	
to have in your campaign the next time you recruit?
   Characters where the player has read the world back-
ground and even better, some of the previous game threads. 
Characters that fit in. I’ve lost track of the number of elven 
wizards that have been submitted when elves don’t exist.
   Players that have potential to stick around. In the almost 
three years (Feb 2004) that the Sea has been running, I’ve 
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had a total party turnover. I guess that is not too bad given 
the natural turn over of players on this site, but it does get a 
little harder to try to keep a consistent story line with such 
high attrition.
   In the past I’ve tried to avoid the ‘must have X rpxp or Y 
posts or be a supporter’ approach – everyone has to have a 
first game after all. And some of my best players have been 
brand new to the site. However, the more players that pass 
through the more I start to think about it.
   All that said, perhaps the best player/character from the 
Sea was Ragni, played by SoS, who sadly vanished from 
the site last year. He was a cleric (when I was keener on 
druids), played by a new player to the site (in fact I think he 
only ever played in the Sea) who wanted to worship a God 
I didn’t already have in my game. Three things I’d try to 
avoid, but his writing was good enough to let me give him a 
go. And I’m so glad I did. Come back SoS!

   Which	answers	to	these	options	do	you	find	makes	the	
best PCs?
   I’m going to answer this about the ones I like to play.
   Class: Rogue. Love em.
   Race: Human. Bonus feats and skill points. Maybe related 
to that love of rogues.
   Feat: Heck, anything other than weapon/spell focus is 
good. Some thing in-character rather than in-mechanic is 
always nice.
   Skill: Search
   PrC: Horizon Walker
   Weapon: Longsword
   Spell: Wish
   Sourcebook cited: Players Handbook.
   What advice would you give to beginning DMs who 
read this article?
   Rule one of a normal D&D game, is that if the players 
are stuffing about or don’t know what to do; give them a 
fight, even an easy one. That doesn’t work here, it just slows 
things down further.
   Perhaps the most important characteristic of a DM on this 
site is Persistence. Games don’t last very long. It can be very 
disheartening to players to put a big effort into their new 
characters; then only a few days, weeks or sometimes even 
months have the game silently vanish. If you are going to 
drop a game, at least let the players know. But even better, 
don’t drop them. That said real life does happen. My first 
child was born back in 2005, and my posting rate went right 
down. My next one is due in June, so it will happen again.
Read Fantasy Novels. Seriously, even if you don’t steal 
ideas directly, it will help the imaginative juices. My favou-
rite is Raymond E Feist. Early David Eddings is very read-
able as well. These days, Stephen Erikson is producing some 
great work. If you like fantasy from a military angle, then 

check out Glen Cook. Heck, check out the Black Company 
series anyway, it is great. I could go on, but lists of favourite 
authors get boring fast for everyone apart from the writer.
   My last piece of advice is to try something different. I’ve 
played in a lot of games. Many didn’t work well, a few 
memorable ones did.    
   Two in particular stand out, and for totally different rea-
sons.
   The first was “Intrigue in Telson”. A new DM (Erasmus), 
but with a detailed world and an interesting plot hook to get 
people in. What really got me was that the DM had bothered 
to create languages for the world. I’m not sure why that 
stood out to me, as quite a few DMs do. That and he had 
lovely (I suspect CC) maps. I had a huge amount of fun in 
that game while it lasted. Some of the best character devel-
opment I’ve seen in a game, and what a dysfunctional lot of 
characters we were (as befit the opening).
   The second was “Dark Entries” from the ever-so-famous 
Blayz. The DM put out a call for some temporary foils for 
the main characters. However we were a little too good, 
and while we kept on the protagonists heels for a while, we 
never quite caught up and got somewhat distracted by saving 
the world in a less directly confrontational manner. Again, 
great players and one of the most prolific DMs in the history 
of this site. What made it special was how the adventure was 
paced. Effectively we (the nomad foil) had a series of tasks. 
They each took a month or two of play time (including com-
bat) so kept up our interest, and we levelled up rapidly as we 
completed each adventure.
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The Claw, part 3             

Chapter Three: Consequences

As her father’s attention was focused on Oriana, he did not 
notice two large men dressed in black suits materialize behind 
him, and a pungent odor of sulfur and brimstone filled the 
room. The men stood easily seven feet tall, and they looked 
completely identical except for two things. One had stark 
white wings of feather, while the others wings were black and 
covered with what looked like tar. Though Oriana knew better...
that the substance coating it was not tar, but something much 
worse. She tried to warn her father, but only a strangled chirp 
came out of her mouth as they advanced on Alphonse. So he 
was not ready when the one with white wings neatly snapped 
silver manacles on his wrist and said, “Alphonse Nightsall, you 
are under arrest for allowing a mortal to activate the artifact 
that has been under your care. If you are innocent of these 
charges, the tribunal will decide. Come with us.” the black 
winged angel began to mutter under his breath and the sour 
smell of sulfur wafted out from him. As the angel cast his spell, 
Alphonse looked to Oriana and said, “Listen to me. Find your 
brother and ask him about the Claw. He’ll know what to...” and 
with a dull popping noise, the spell finished. Oriana was left 
alone in her kitchen, dumb-founded and terrified as her mind 
attempted to process what she had just seen. An Angel and 
Demon of the Order of Cantorin had just appeared and taken 
her father prisoner. Because he ex-boyfriend had activated a 
sword that could quite possibly destroy the earth if it falls into 
the wrong hands.
   Her mind was slow in working...she felt almost as if her mind 
had separated from her body and she was watching herself in 
the kitchen. Then, she realized that she needed to do something 
if she was going to save her father. ‘Talk to my brother...’ she 
thinks as she sits down carefully and tries to remember what 
she had last heard he was up to. Her father had just mentioned 
something about being with a mortal, so that was a start. The 
only other person who would know is her mother...who hated 
her brother with a passion.
   ‘Well, nothing to it but to do it...’ she mentally prepped her-
self as she went up the stairs and timidly knocked on her par-
ent’s bedroom door. After a bit, her mother slowly opened the 
door and said, “What is it, Oriana? Did your father send you 
up here to...wait.” Christine sniffed the air for a second, then 
brushed past Oriana and ran down the stairs into the kitchen. 
Panic and worry mingled on her face as she mumbled sickly, 
“No, no, no...not my dear Alphonse...don’t take him...” as soon 
as she entered the kitchen, with Oriana following slowly, she let 
out a horrified shriek. “No! I won’t allow this! I will not allow 
the Council to enter my house and take my husband away from 
me!” she began to mutter a spell. But Oriana ran in, grabbed 
her mothers arm, and disrupted the spell. Her mother gave her a 
dangerous glance and said, “Let me go, or you will get a wound 
that might take several months to heal from.”
   At this point, it should be pointed out that it is not that Chris-
tine didn’t love Oriana. Oriana was indeed Christine’s daughter, 

and the love that she had for Oriana was very real and strong. 
But the way demons manifested that love was much harsher 
and violent then humans, or even vampires understand. So 
when Christine said this, Oriana simply stepped back and be-
gan to cry into her hands. Christine stared dumbfounded, then 
immediately saw the error of her hasty words. Gingerly placing 
a hand on Oriana’s shoulder, Christine said, “I’m sorry...I...I’m 
just worried about your father. We all love him so dearly...it 
would break all of our hearts should the council take him away 
permanently. I’m sorry if I snapped, but I must hurry if I’m to 
ask your grandfather to get him out of trouble.”
   Oriana calmed down somewhat and held her mother tightly. 
Her mother simply held her daughter back and stroked her 
hair, calmly whispering to her daughter as Oriana regained her 
composure. Finally Oriana said, “I’m sorry too, Mother. But 
Father said right before they took him to go talk to Peter about 
the Claw. I don’t know where he is.” Christine thought for a 
moment, then said, “He is living in New York with his...wife.” 
she added with a snarl. “I must go. You’ll have to make your 
own arrangements to get to New York, dear. Say hi to Peter for 
me.” she crossed the room and rooted around in a drawer, fi-
nally fishing out a slip of paper. “He’s at this address.” she said 
as she handed it to Oriana. Christine then finished the spell, and 
disappeared with only the smell of sulfur left behind.
   Oriana looked at the slip of paper and the address within and 
sighed. “Santa Barbara is very far indeed from New York.” 
she muttered to herself as she dug out her phone and dialed the 
airport’s number.

_________________________

   With a slight buzzing in his ear, John woke up from a dark 
dreamless sleep. Groaning, he tried to sit up, only to find 
himself unable to move at all. Looking around as he blinked 
in an attempt to focus his eyes, he saw that he was strapped 
down to a slab of stone. Looking around the room, he had only 
a moment to process a tall darkly-robed figure looming over 
him and saying, “Oh dear, he’s awake.” before he felt a prick 
against his arm and darkness overtook him again. The last thing 
he could see as his vision began to swim was gleaming talons 
and glowing yellow eyes in the darkness.

Sean Samonas (Evil/Insane_Genius) is a troll who lives in a cave 
with only a computer to keep him in contact with the outside 
world. He spends most of his days working under a bridge, telling 
parents not to buy thier children Mature rated video games. He 
spends most of his nights munching on freshly harvested souls. He 
won the first (and only) DnDonlinegames short story contest, and 
continues to write short stories here and there for those with the 
spare time to read them.
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